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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While many have bought into the simplistic idea that availability of 6rearms is the cause of mass

shootings, a number of experts have pointed out a more uncomfortable truth, which is that mass

shootings are far more likely the result of how we’ve been mistreating mental illness, depression

and behavioral problems.

An article written by Molly Carter, initially published on ammo.com at an unknown date  and

subsequently republished by The Libertarian Institute in May 2019,  and psychreg.org in late

January 2021,  noted:

“According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), a mass murder occurs when at

least four people are murdered, not including the shooter ... during a single incident ...

Seemingly every time a mass shooting occurs ... the anti-gun media and politicians have a

knee-jerk response — they blame the tragedy solely on the tool used, namely Erearms, and

focus all of their proposed ‘solutions’ on more laws, ignoring that the murderer already

broke numerous laws when they committed their atrocity.

Facts matter when addressing such an emotionally charged topic, and more gun control

legislation has shown that law-abiding Americans who own guns are NOT the problem.

Consider the following: The more gun control laws that are passed, the more mass murders

have occurred.

Whether or not this is correlation or causation is debatable. What is not debatable is that

this sick phenomenon of mass murderers targeting ‘gun-free zones,’ where they know

civilian carry isn’t available to law-abiding Americans, is happening.

According to the Crime Prevention Research Center,  97.8% of public shootings occur in

‘gun-free zones’ – and ‘gun-free zones’ are the epitome of the core philosophical tenet of

gun control, that laws are all the defense one needs against violence ...

This debate leads them away from the elephant in the room and one of the real issues

behind mass shootings — mental health and prescription drugs.

Ignoring what’s going on in the heads of these psychopaths not only allows mass shootings

to continue, it leads to misguided gun control laws that violate the Second Amendment and

negate the rights of law-abiding U.S. citizens.

As Jeff Snyder put it in The Washington Times: ‘But to ban guns because criminals use

them is to tell the innocent and law-abiding that their rights and liberties depend not on

their own conduct, but on the conduct of the guilty and the lawless, and that the law will

permit them to have only such rights and liberties as the lawless will allow.’”

The Elephant in the Room: Antidepressants

Thoughts, emotions and a variety of environmental factors play into the manifestation of violence,

but mental illness by itself cannot account for the massive rise in mass murder — unless you

include antidepressants in the equation. Yet even when mental health does enter the mass shooter

discussion, the issue of antidepressants, speci6cally, is rarely mentioned.

The fact is, depression per se rarely results in violence. Only after antidepressants became

commonplace did mass shootings take off, and many mass shooters have been shown to be on

antidepressants.

Prozac, released in 1987, was the 6rst selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) to be approved

for depression and anxiety. Only two years earlier, direct-to-consumer advertising had been

legalized. In the mid-1990s, the Food and Drug Administration loosened regulations, direct-to-

consumer ads for SSRIs exploded and, with it, prescriptions for SSRIs.

In 1989, just two years after Prozac came to market, Joseph Wesbecker shot 20 of his coworkers,

killing nine. He had been on Prozac for one month, and the survivors of the drug-induced attack

sued Eli Lilly, the maker of Prozac. Since then, antidepressant use and mass shootings have both

risen, more or less in tandem.

In the two decades between 1988 and 2008, antidepressant use in the U.S. rose by 400%,  and by

2010, 11% of the U.S. population over the age of 12 were on an antidepressant prescription.

In 1982, pre-Prozac, there was one mass shooting in the U.S.  In 1984, there were two incidents and

in 1986 — the year Prozac was released — there was one. One to three mass shootings per year

remained the norm up until 1999, when it jumped to 6ve.

“ How can we possibly ignore the connection
between rampant use of drugs known to directly
cause violent behavior and the rise in mass
shootings?”

Another jump took place in 2012, when there were seven mass shootings. And while the annual

count has gone up and down from year to year, there’s been a clear trend of an increased number of

mass shootings post-2012. Over time, mass shootings have also gotten larger, with more people

getting injured or killed per incident.

How can we possibly ignore the connection between rampant use of drugs known to directly cause

violent behavior and the rise in mass shootings? Suicidal ideation, violence and homicidal ideation

are all known side effects of these drugs. Sometimes, the drugs disrupt brain function so

dramatically the perpetrator can’t even remember what they did.

For example, in 2001, a 16-year-old high schooler was prescribed Effexor, starting off at 40

milligrams and moving up to 300 mg over the course of three weeks. On the 6rst day of taking a

300-mg dose, the boy woke up with a headache, decided to skip school and went back to bed.

Some time later, he got up, took a ribe to his high school and held 23 classmates hostage at

gunpoint. He later claimed he had no recollection of anything that happened after he went back to

bed that morning.

The Risks Are Clear

The risks of psychiatric disturbances are so clear, ever since mid-October 2004, all antidepressants

in the U.S. must include a black box warning that the drug can cause suicidal thoughts and

behaviors, especially in those younger than 25, and that:

“Anxiety, agitation, panic attacks, insomnia, irritability, hostility (aggressiveness),

impulsivity, akathisia (psychomotor restlessness), hypomania, and mania have been

reported in adult and pediatric patients being treated with antidepressants for major

depressive disorder as well as for other indications, both psychiatric and nonpsychiatric.”

SSRIs can also cause emotional blunting and detachment, such that patients report “not feeling” or

“not caring” about anything or anyone, as well as psychosis and hallucinations. All of these side

effects can contribute to someone acting out an unthinkable violent crime.

In one review  of 484 drugs in the FDA’s database, 31 were found to account for 78.8% of all

cases of violence against others, and 11 of those drugs were antidepressants.

The researchers concluded that violence against others was a “genuine and serious adverse drug

event” and that of the drugs analyzed, SSRI antidepressants and the smoking cessation medication,

varenicline (Chantix), had the strongest associations. The top-6ve most dangerous SSRIs were:

Fluoxetine (Prozac), which increased aggressive behavior 10.9 times

Paroxetine (Paxil), which increased violent behavior 10.3 times

Fluvoxamine (Luvox), which increased violent behavior 8.4 times

Venlafaxine (Effexor), which increased violent behavior 8.3 times

Desvenlafaxine (Pristiq), which increased violent behavior 7.9 times

Depression Is Vastly Overdiagnosed

In her article, Carter also reviewed the clinical determinants for a diagnosis of clinical depression

warranting medication. To qualify, you must experience 6ve or more of the following symptoms,

most of the day, every day, for two weeks or more, and the symptoms must be severe enough to

interfere with normal everyday functioning:

Sadness Anxiety

Feeling hopeless Feeling worthless

Feeling helpless Feeling ’empty’

Feeling guilty Irritable

Fatigue Lack of energy

Loss of interest in hobbies Slow talking and moving

Restlessness Trouble concentrating

Abnormal sleep patterns, whether sleeping too

much or not enough

Abnormal weight changes, either eating too

much or having no appetite

Thoughts of death or suicide

The reality is that a majority of patients who receive a depression diagnosis and subsequent

prescription for an antidepressant do not, in fact, qualify. In one study,  only 38.4% actually met the

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) criteria, and among older adults,

that ratio was even lower. Only 14.3% of those aged 65 and older met the diagnostic criteria.

According to the authors:

“Participants who did not meet the 12-month MDE criteria reported less distress and

impairment in role functioning and used fewer services. A majority of both groups,

however, were prescribed and used psychiatric medications.

Conclusion: Depression overdiagnosis and overtreatment is common in community

settings in the USA. There is a need for improved targeting of diagnosis and treatments of

depression and other mental disorders in these settings.”

What Role Might War Games Play?

Aside from antidepressants, another factor that gets ignored is the inbuence of shooting

simulations, i.e., violent video games. How does the military train soldiers for war? Through

simulations. With the proliferation of video games involving indiscriminate violence, should we

really be surprised when this “training” is then put into practice?

As reported by World Bank Blogs, young men who experience violence “often struggle to

reintegrate peacefully into their communities” when hostilities end.  While American youth

typically have little experience with real-world war, simulated war games do occupy much of their

time and may over time color their everyday perceptions of life. As noted by Centrical, some of the

top bene6ts of simulations training include:

1. Allowing you to practice genuine real-life scenarios and responses

2. Repetition of content, which boosts knowledge retention

3. Personalization and diversi6cation, so you can learn from your mistakes and evaluate your

performance, thereby achieving a deeper level of learning

In short, violent mass shooter games are the perfect training platform for future mass shooters.

Whereas a teenager without such exposure might not be very successful at carrying out a mass

shooting due to inexperience with weapons and tactics, one who has spent many hours, years even,

training in simulations could have knowledge akin to that of military personnel.

Add antidepressant side effects such as emotional blunting and loss of impulse control, and you

have a perfect prescription for a mass casualty event.

On top of that, we, as a nation, also demonstrate the “righteousness” of war by engaging in them

without end.  When was the last time the U.S. was not at war someplace? It’s been ongoing for

decades.

Even now, the U.S. insists on inserting itself into the dispute between Russia and Ukraine, and

diplomacy isn’t the chosen conbict resolution tool. Sending weapons to Ukraine and calling for

more violence against Russians are. Sen. Lindsey Graham has even called for the assassination of

Russian President Vladimir Putin. Showing just how serious such a suggestion is, the White House

had to publicly disavow it, stating Graham’s comment “is not the position of the U.S. government.”

Graham, meanwhile, does not appear to understand how his nonchalant call for murder might

actually incite murder. In the wake of the Uvalde school shooting, he now wants to mobilize retired

service members to enhance security at schools, and while that might be a good idea, how about

also vowing never to call for the murder of political opponents? Don’t politicians understand that

this could translate into some kid thinking it’s acceptable to murder THEIR perceived opponents?

As far as I can tell, mass shootings have far more to do with societal norms, dangerous

medications, a lack of high-quality mental health services, and the normalization of violence

through entertainment and in politics, than it does with gun laws per se.

There are likely many other factors as well, but these are clearly observable phenomena known to

nurture violent behavior. I’m afraid Americans are in need of a far deeper and more introspective

analysis of the problem than many are capable of at the moment. But those who can should try, and

make an effort to affect much-needed change locally and in their own home.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,600 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Mass shootings are more times than not false bag events in order to advance some form of gun con6scation or gun control. I am in the

middle of a class about critical thinking and conspiracy theories. We have studied recent mass shootings and found sulcient evidence

to show there have been false bag events. Some things that seem to happen is that there are no ambulances, rescue helicopters, or 6re

departments to give immediate emergency help to people injured. The reasoning behind this seems to be that they do not want to use

their emergency equipment for a false bag event incase a real emergency should happen. I watched the video clip from the shooter's cam

in Buffalo, NY and there were no empty shell casings being ejected from the gun.

I have spent enough time in the Marine Corps and 6red lots of weapons and know the empty shells being ejected are quite visible. Did we

get immediate calls for more gun control recently? Yes we did. This red bag law being tossed around means if your neighbor, an ex, or

anyone that has a grudge against you can turn you in to authorities as a potential threat with guns. Next thing you know your door is

busted in as a swat team comes in and takes all of your weapons. Or maybe they will be nice and knock 6rst. There are other reasons we

discussed in class that indicate an event is/was a false bag event. I may go into them later. This comment is long enough.
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Otis101. Agreed the news is pushing government propaganda for the sake of agenda. These shootings and many other news

stories are planned out and scripted in advance. There is much more to learn on how well organized and clever the psychopaths

that rule most of the world are. Check out Gematria Effect News.com or the YouTube channel it’s been heavily censored but he

starts new channels so check them all 22,23,24,25. Also The Truth Codes for a deeper dive into the language and coding in the

news. Cheers.
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Otis; one word that I've seen being thrown in our faces during these "events," is "Manifesto". This sounds like something right out of

a hollyweird movie!
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Thank you, Otis. Almost every single one has been a scam. rv truth has exposed them religiously and if it wasn't so sick, it would

be comical. They have advertised for crisis actors on Craigslist and many times you can see them laughing on the sidelines before

being instructed to run. Many actors have been exposed performing at several events. Unless you are actually present on the

scene at the exact moment of the event, you can never know the truth. Never any blood but lots of bashing lights and barricade

tape. The festival shooting by Las Vegas was also a hoax. I have the local newspaper clipping that showed the homicide statistics

for that year. Somehow, none of those "deaths" were counted in the olcial 6gures. I wonder why?
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Thank you both Dr. Mercola, Otis, and other forum members for your Second Amendment (2A), as well as any other, U.S.

Constitutional Bill of Rights support.
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Yup, MK7 grads, FBI provocateurs and I'm sure poor kids who "went off their meds."
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I agree with you
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Otis, I said the same thing about the Uvalde shooting. I’ve been in the military and know enough people in law enforcement to

know when I see a scam. These people take an oath to serve and protect. There’s no way on earth 20+ olcers were at the scene of

that mass shooting and no one went in for more than an HOUR! It took an off-duty Border Patrol agent, who was getting a haircut

at the time, to spring into action after his distressed wife called. He borrowed the barber’s shotgun and ran down the street to

rescue her and his child. BULL$H!T!

You had hundreds of parents there that the police were preventing from entering the school to rescue their children, but this

whack-job with half a hair cut can somehow run across the campus, through all the police barriers, bearing a shotgun, and nothing

happens except he somehow gets inside to terminate the 18 year-old? That doesn’t pass the smell test. You’ll never convince me

this wasn’t staged. First of all, how does a 18 year old high school dropout get enough money to buy 2 weapons and several

hundred rounds of ammo?
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jamNjim, agreed. And not just any weapons, but Daniel Defense. My wife won't let me buy those because they're TOO EXPENSIVE.

A lot of full-on gun enthusiasts don't even have those, because they're TOO EXPENSIVE. But this kid had the cash for that? Sketchy,

indeed.
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Was the deep state governor Whitmer "kidnapping" an FBI false bag operation or not? The FBI simply got caught. And that "Patriot

Front" bullsh*t. Was it simply oversight by the Iowa State Police that the so-called perpetrators were allowed to keep their masks

on while kneeling, handcuffed, and 6lmed-photographed by the deep state press? A contrived false bag event in collusion with the

Iowa State Police.
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Yup. The goal is to disarm us so we can no longer defend ourselves from the deep state, globalist takeover. You will own nothing

(including guns) and you WILL be happy. secularheretic.substack.com/p/bilderberg-is-back-as-ugly-as-ever?s=r
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Almost 100% false bags. Maybe 100%
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hi Otis et al, I believe it is entirely possible that there are false bag events to promote the cause of gun con6scation, for strategic

reasons that give the government more power over the people. (I don't advocate shooting people in self defense, but our founding

fathers did also write the second amendment for a reason). All that said, I also read a true story on the web of a father stating that

his son, who had been studious, cooperative and never had a psychiatric problem, had a personality change post-SSRI and then

shot his best friend. And the father stressed this would never have happened without the SSRI. And there was a case in Canada in

which a judge ruled that the teen who shot and killed his best friend was "under the inbuence of SSRI's" and the teen was

pardoned.

Guess what, looking for it now on the web with an "advanced search" the article seems to have been scrubbed from the web. Go

6gure. Big Pharma and cooperative censorship. But what I am reporting above, is true. Also, the Alliance for Natural Health wrote

an article about the connection between SSRIs and the Columbine Highschool shootings, that those kids either were on the SSRIs

or were detoxing from them at the time of the massacre. Again I do believe that false bag events *also* could occur for strategic,

power-based reasons. Sickening. This might be hard for some people to believe, but then again whoever thought the WWII

concentration camps would happen? And yet they did. People are capable of good and evil, t his is known and as old as Adam and

Eve. God bless.
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I heard Buffalo was to kill the security guard, a white man, who had just patented using water for engine fuel. That's a no-no, and

he got what other such inventors got. Oil industry/Deep State.
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Do Psychiatric Meds and War Games Lead to Mass Shootings?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

While many have bought into the simplistic idea that availability of 6rearms is the

cause of mass shootings, a number of experts have pointed out a more

uncomfortable truth, which is that mass shootings are far more likely the result of

how we’ve been mistreating mental illness, depression and behavioral problems

)

Gun control legislation has shown that law-abiding Americans who own guns are not

the problem, because the more gun control laws that have been passed, the more

mass shootings have occurred

)

97.8% of mass shootings occur in “gun-free zones,” as the perpetrators know legally armed citizens won’t be there to stop them)

Depression per se rarely results in violence. Only after antidepressants became commonplace did mass shootings really take off, and many

mass shooters have been shown to be on antidepressants

)

Antidepressants, especially selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), are well-known for their ability to cause suicidal and homicidal

ideation and violence

)
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Right on Otis - you're comment are always right on target.
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Yes, Sir, rationality and life experience cut through the fog and reveal the truth.
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Thanks all for your comments and support.
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Though I agree and many many things do not add up at all why would the shooter participate in a fabrication (staged) such as this?
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PLx, you ask about their participation. I don't know. Could be MK-Ultra mind control. And did the shooter get killed as noted by law

enforcement? Did the shooter actually exist in the 6rst place? False bag events involve many crisis actors and do not always

unfold without some mistakes. Some obvious and some revealed by experienced investigators. PlX, you asked a question but it

doesn't show here. You asked, "DO you have a link to the video clip of the shooter's cam in Buffalo." The video clip was shown in

the "Critical Thinking Class" I have been taking. Will see if I can get a link. *Edit*: I was able to locate the video clip but not able to

put a link in to access it.
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"PLX", The shooter probably did not know he was a pawn and useful idiot, and was exploited at arms length distance for his erratic

behavior by the usual political socialist/fascist, big government, radical NWO activists and overlords .
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Once I saw the documentary "We Need to Talk About Sandy Hook" I knew something was off about these events. You would have

to be extremely naive to think they're real. The corruption is very sad.
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mirandola, what you would suggest to a 5'4" female who is being victimized by a male much stronger, larger, and bigger than her?

A karate chop to the carotid? Come on! You don't believe in protecting yourself if someone is threatening your life, well, sorry, that

is a worthless cowardly way of thinking. If you are not willing to protect your family at all costs, then you don't deserve a family.

Guns are the great equalizers against evil people, especially for women. No I have never had to use one and thankfully nothing has

ever happened to me. Mainly because I used my giant brain with 6th grade's of education to make a few fairly good decisions, like

not walking down a dark alley at 2 a.m. drunk in a bad 'hood. Sure, I am free to do that, but is it in my best interests?
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I would argue that you'd have to be extremely naive to think that *all* mass shootings are fake. Some of the "information" out there

is surely *dis*information designed to make anyone with an open mind look like a kook when they talk about it. Lots of odd things

are going on, but I doubt that there's any simple/single explanation for it.
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otis101- Thank you for your service. It is greatly appreciated. Here is some info about suicides in the military and possible use of

antidepressants as a cause. When you served did you hear of any who tried to harm themselves? Most of the drugs used now were

not even around decades ago. If it too personal please do not answer or respond. Thanks.

naturalnews.com/039473_psychiatric_drugs_soldiers_suicides.html
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fvt, I never heard of someone trying to harm themselves while I was on active duty. I was in many decades ago so not many drugs

in those days. I did get malaria in either Borneo or the Philippines. Chloroquine took care of it. And 24/7/365 migraine which I still

have. And ringing in my ears from being around loud guns and it continues. I am very aware of the number of suicides being

reported over the last few years by veterans. I looked into moving into a Veterans home in Napa County, CA which has about 1,000

veterans. When I was told there are 8 to 9 deaths per month I decided that atmosphere was not for me. Your link tells the story if

anyone is interested.
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otis101-Thank you for responding. This is just a guess on my part but I think many soldiers may be suffering from what I call

"Sonic Concussions" that would be the equivalent to shell shock. Repeated loud noises from artillery/gun6re/ribes 6red close to

the head/etc. The loud sudden noise rattles the brain sometimes slowly or many times violently as in an explosion. It would be like

players getting hit in a football game and down the road they have violent episodes at home. So maybe the treatment is Omega

3's/magnesium/probiotics/B vitamins/Vit D to heal the brain from concussions and not just only medications.

I know someone from a local big box store that served and was on 3 or 4 very potent mood enhancing drugs from the local VA and

I mentioned what I think he should look into and the older psychiatrist said no to mag and omega's/D and he should stay on his

meds basically forever but the younger doc said it may help and maybe within a year or less he could be tapered off the meds. He

liked the idea but lost touch with him and other workers there said he is in nursing now. Hope he is doing well.
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Otis, is this class available online or are you in a live class? I'd like to be involved in a class like that. No shell casings? I, as

someone that has never owned a gun, would not think to look for that. Any info would be appreciated. Thanks, Mike
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Mike, the class is online. It is a 15 week class. We have just 6nished the 11th class. The cost is $150.00 total class or $10.00 a

class. The classes are archived so can watch and catch up at anytime. Need a password. I think the PW is good to or through

September. The instructor, Jim Fetzer, is either loved or hated, not much in-between. He is an ex Marine Corps Olcer, PHD in

Philosophy, retired university professor, written more than 20 books. Very controversial. Some banned by Amazon. Here is a link.

mixnstream.com/critical-thinking-ppv.html#clip=d9u54rw36sgg&time=2..
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Dr. Mercola is spot on for identifying the causative factor in these mass shootings. Doctors prescribing SSRI's are totally remiss in

prescribing SSRI's for depression and other clinical symptoms. Even though there is always a better way to treat depression, it happens

that a particular branch of psychiatric technicians (both MD's and PHD's) have known for over 40 YEARS that there are actually 4 different

physiological biotypes of Depression. Depression is a set of symptoms, but the major causes are undermethylation (38%),

overmethylation (20%), Pyroluria (16%), and Copper Overload (17%). Another 5% of depression is caused by other toxic overloads. The

solutions to each of these problems is based on providing essential nutrients and removing toxins, situations often caused by a

combination of epigenetics and poor eating patterns. These data and the correct care and remedy for depression and anxiety has been

known for dozens of years, but only by a narrow 6eld of mental health practitioners.

Work began by Carl Pfeiffer in the 1970's at the Brain Bio Center in Princeton, NJ and continued by his collaborator William Walsh to this

day has de6nitively proven that diet and genetics are the key to 6xing depression, anxiety and many other mental disorders, and that

additionally, SSRI's should NEVER be prescribed for certain causes of depression, as there is a very high percent of cases where SSRI's

cause both suicidal and homocidal tendencies when the patient suffers speci6cally from overmethylation. Pfeiffer and Walsh did not

consider drugs an appropriate treatment for any kind of psychological disorder, but knew and publicized widely that SSRI's were a cause

of disastrous outcomes for certain cases of depression. ... www.youtube.com/watch  ....

westcoastintegrativehealth.com/biotypes-depression-walsh  .... www.walshinstitute.org
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Since nearly nobody on this or other health blogs has even heard of this Pfeiffer/Walsh approach, as it has been suppressed by all

the practitioners who want to earn money by prescribing drugs, I want to provide other material, as this is actually the most

important set of information that we all need to understand to 6x this issue of mental illness and it's connection to mass killings

due to the taking of psych-drugs. So if you are really interested, and willing to invest the time to learn the truth, here are other links

that you can use to more fully understand how drugs are involved as an improper solution to Depression, Anxiety, and even bipolar

and schyzophrenic disorders.

Here is a link again to the video I mentioned in the original post. www.youtube.com/watch  Now if you start at minute 10:00 of this

long video, you will also see that even though methylation problems are heavy causes of Depression, you will soon learn in a few

minutes that people who also are diagnosed with Autism, Antisocial Personality Disorder, Schizo-affective Disorder, and Anorexia

all have an 82 - 98% likelihood of having a methylation problem. Treatment of these diagnoses with SSRI's is also NOT

recommended. Use this link to 6nd a practitioner who uses a non-drug approach to treatment of mental illness:

www.walshinstitute.org
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Stoneharbor, Thank you for these comments. I also agree with Dr Mercola 100% on this topic. I would like to add from my nearly 70

years on this planet a few additional observations. 1] There is NO WAY we are having DAILY mass shootings right now that are not

being orchestrated to force draconian gun control right before the elections and it will continue till new laws are passed. 2] While I

agree about the overuse of antidepressants [pushed on even those who don't need it and often wrongly prescribed for those who

might] and their risks of suicide or homicide; there are additional factors at work here. The public has been locked down like

criminals, had their lively hoods, homes and schools and many civil rights stripped from them with no say by "never ending

emergency orders" which are illegal and for an emergency that never existed.

Domestic violence, suicide and death from other untreated illnesses has skyrocketed and people are angry, confused, tired and

some feel hopeless. This has increased use of pharmaceuticals and alcohol which also breeds violence. Add to that the fear porn

and travel restrictions & threats by our own president to take the "safe & effective " EXPERIMENTAL shot which is not a vaccine and

has killed 48,000 & wounded 1.5 million that we know of and you have a powder keg here.

Fear has always been used to control the populace and with 100 years of mercury in amalgams,vaccines full of Hg & Al ,and 75

years of buoridation to dumb us down , destroy our thyroids, calcify our pineal glands [no sleep] damage our kidneys and make out

bones brittle we have lots of anxiety. Add the synergy & cumulative poisoning by our air,food & water with pesticides, fungicides &

herbicides it seems like a daily battle just to stay alive never mind sane. This was not the case when I was a child. I only knew one

fat kid, one slow kid, one kid with asthma, and one kid with type 1 diabetes in my whole school growing up. Nobody was on head

meds either.
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continued: Now we have 1 in 50 boys are autistic, 15% of kids are on ADHD meds & nearly 100% of foster children BTW [ some

because the computer recorded them wiggling in the chair while taking the test even though they scored high on the questions] .

These tests are usually administered as the "standard"to label a kid for lifetime of meds & given after sitting for 7 hours in a

classroom all day when all they want to do is go out & play. Did y'all know they don't get recess in public schools anymore? WE got

3 breaks a day & HAD to go outside even in the snow. Even factory workers get mandatory breaks.Children in public schools are

treated like prisoners & parents are no longer encouraged to observe or assist or participate as I did with my own kids.

I do believe 90% of mental illness other than that caused by trauma or a genetic break are caused by poisoning.Look at the mad

hatters that were locked up for Hg exposure in 1800s. Children who turn into monsters when given [unnecessary] stainless steel

crowns on baby teeth or even metal braces if they are sensitive to nickel. Take them out and you get your kid back. Vaccine injuries

not so easy. The daily onslaught of mass shootings is so obvious to me that it is being caused by DARPA & WARP SPEED [military

branch responsible for MKULTRA].

They have shot 200 million Americans full of experimental Hydrogel & graphene oxide & spike proteins with possible prions in

them so who knows what the military is doing with that. DARPA ADMITTED A YEAR AGO ON 60 MINUTES; THEY ALREADY HAD

THE ABILITY TO PUT VOICES IN YOUR HEAD FROM A DISTANCE! HYDROGEL WAS INVENTED BY DARPA TO CONTROL & LOCATE

SOLDIERS IN THE FIELD. THE ALTERED CORONA VIRUSES WERE PATENTED BY FAUCI, BARIC, & THE MILITARY YEARS BEFORE

THE PANDEMIC & VACCINES MONTHS BEFORE. All on record; ask Dr David Martin. Graphine oxide responds to electromagnetic

weapons. Think Havana syndrome on steroids people. We need detox, not more jabs or drugs & be21 to buy guns.
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Great posting Stoneharbor, Dr. William Walsh should win a Nobel Prize for his brilliant work! Unfortunately even that prize might be

bias and lack transparency. Now days kids are loaded with all sorts of processed food and snacks, that alter the microbiome

tremendously! Besides, the lack of nutrients; vitamins, amino acids (essential for the manufacturing of neurotransmitters) and

minerals creates a totally unbalance body.  Unfortunately some PARENTS allow this, they choose to be ignorant and lazy, then they

want to solve the problem with pills. In addition the food industry brainwash not only children but adults with no consequences

from regulatory agencies (if there is one) for polluting the environment with tons of plastic bags, or wrapping from their products.

So sad!
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I don't think depression is "over diagnosed"...it's misunderstood and mistreated. Depression is also the state of the economy

resulting in hopelessness and purposelessness inside a narrative of endless warfare and glori6ed killing (like stupid Top Gun w

stupid Tom Screws). As usual pharma ignores root causes and corrections and adds a tier of side effects to the mix of bad foods,

de6ciencies and toxicities. Some of these shootings are false bag events and timely intelligence provocations to serve as

acceptance of more government control or distractions from mass genocides like our proxy war w Russia/ weaponized

covid/deadly vaxxxes. Add blanket media confusion to maintain a climate of anxiety where every issue is cloaked in contradiction,

olcial secrecy and unspeakable incorrectness under threat of cancellization.

Our fearless national 6gurehead, backed by a neocon cabal of warmongers, grifters, foreign and domestic intelligence operatives

and background oligarchs....tells you black is white and white is black everytime he opens his lying mouth...mind bending

contradictions like those that 6nally brought down the HAL 9000 computer. Younger generations who have not witnessed JFK/Viet

Nam or realized 9/11, Mideast Wars and Ukraine are completely subject to the whims of empire and their intentionally injected

ignorance of history. Money only has value due to a belief in it...and power only exists because the powerless believe the clever

swine that wield it ..have it.
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As a “survivor of anti depressants” I somewhat agree. The people commenting who have not taken these things don’t understand.

These drugs are not harmless.  However, there are other causes which should not be disregarded. Severe sleep apnea, which was

my case along with heavy metal body burden. I also believe buoridated water has an effect on the mind, as well as the usual

pesticide and herbicide residue.
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Hi all, Genetic variants in the cytochrome P450 gene family that produce drug metabolizing enzymes are now known to be able to

cause these problems, SSRI-induced akathisia, suicide and homicide cases were related to cytochrome P450 metabolizer status.

Many instances of suicide, violence and shootings are related to these type of medications. Antidepressants have been reported

as causing suicide and homicide and frequently producing akathisia, a state of severe restlessness associated with thoughts of

death and violence.

That antidepressants cause some people to commit suicide has been known since the advent of the tricyclic antidepressants in

the late 1950s. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1752928X16300051  Its less about the meds and more about the inhibition of the

metabolizing cytochrome P450 enzymes which have many factors. The CYP2D6 enzyme activity for example ranges considerably

within a population and includes ultrarapid metabolizers (UMs), extensive metabolizers (EMs), intermediate metabolizers (IMs)

and poor metabolizers (PMs). www.snpedia.com/.../CYP2D6  And the drug itself in some cases such as with certain SSRIs might

also inhibit the enzyme as well.

Some SSRIs, such as paroxetine (Paxil), buoxetine (Prozac), and citalopram (Celexa), as well as statins, are known to inhibit

CYP2D6 activity and may make EMs resemble IMs or PMs. Finally, since most SSRIs are also substrates of CYP2D6; SSRIs that

both inhibit and are metabolized by CYP2D6 can inhibit their own clearance metabolism and produce higher than expected plasma

concentrations. emedicine.medscape.com/.../1879354-overview
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On top of that, over 600 enzyme systems require Magnesium as a cofactor to function optimally, including the cytochrome P450

enzymes, and magnesium de6ciency is widespread. Aluminum, Mercury, Copper, Polysorbate 80, Glyphosate, and others all further

may be able to impact the enzymes based on the published research... The innate immune response releasing pro inbammatory

cytokines, such as IL-6, may also have the ability to suppress xenobiotic-metabolizing CYP450 enzymes as well.

www.xenotech.com/access-adme-research-resources/resources/cytokine-med..  Expression of CYP450 enzymes is

downregulated in the hepatic tissue during the host response to inbammation or infection

ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../clpt.2008.302  Liver disease as well

ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1016/j.clpt.2006.05.006  

Now that explains why so many are affected with taking medicine that requires metabolism with these enzymes. While these

medications may be quite bene6cial for many, more care needs to be taken to understand this information. The largest common

factor in many mass shootings as well is the fact that all of the perpetrators were either actively taking powerful psychotropic

drugs or had been at some point in the immediate past before they committed their crimes.

www.ammoland.com/2013/04/every-mass-shooting-in-the-last-20-years-shar..  Verbal, physical, sometimes violent outbursts

plaguing classrooms www.kgw.com/article/news/classrooms-in-crisis-verbal-physical-sometime..
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caws, how many transgender students did you go to school with?
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Went looking for the Dr David Healy book Pharmageddon, about overuse of SSRIs leading people to depression and suicides.

Instead found this amazing 2017 article, outlining big Pharma's plans including their adult vaxxn schedule, and listing Pharma's

largest 6nes paid for pushing bawed technology and damaging innocents. PHARMAGEDDON - aim4truth.org/.../5663  - this article

alone could have us all converging on DC with pitchforks in hand.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Stoneharbor, underscoring you, in addition to all that you wisely wrote (thank you!): According to the Nutritional Almanac, studies

showed that a large proportion of the prison population either had hypoglycemia or their zinc-copper ratio was off.I state

cautiously that If I recall correctly, they stated that half of the inmates had hypoglycemia. Go 6gure. Also, Stephanie Seneff PhD

stated on 6lm that she believes that glyphosate is involved in the school shootings (Scroll down to see interview)

girlgonefarming.wordpress.com/2013/05/24/an-interview-with-jeffery-smi..  I believe there can be multiple causes, and that the

SSRIs are surely among them. The pattern seems to be clear. Tinkering with brain chemistry, it should occur to most people, might

be dangerous or at least risky. Something for doctors and society to think about.
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stoneharbor-Here is a list of school shooters and meds they were on. I don't know how valid the article is but too many kids are put

on these drugs and maybe feel better and stop taking them then the problems start.

naturalnews.com/2017-10-05-every-mass-shooting-over-last-20-years-has-..
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OMG. I was just in a public shopping area when two siblings came out of the icecream store. Younger sib, estimated to be about

seven years old, said to older sib: "I am going to have to kill myself instead of you!" teeth clenched, jaw set. Older sib: Embraces

younger sib. Younger sib: "Git" (away from me) and positioned the elbow in a position threatening to dig in. Oh my god! I couldn't

believe what I saw. I thought: TV role modelling, maybe SSRIs, maybe glyphosate and GMOs or the jab affecting the brain? I

wondered if it was "Just" all about TV role modelling. Then I looked into that little kid's eyes. They were hard, with an empty,

shallow soul. I just couldn't believe it. The mom, the kids seemed like nice people, normal, with a heart and manners, etc. This kid

is of the dark side. How does this happen??? In one so young? Lordy.
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In this case if I wrote an article about mass shootings in US, I would have studied what happened in other countries prior to take a stand

on a particular opinion. So let's study the case of other two important countries with English spoken language - Australia and UK. In

Australia, in the decade before gun law reform in Australia there were 13 mass shootings, during the 22 years that followed there were

none; 4.4 million patients (17.2% of the Australian population) 6lled a prescription for a mental health-related medication in 201920,

comparing to the 13.2% of US population taking anti-depressants. In UK, the rate of 6rearm-related death in the UK has always been low,

since the 1996--1997 gun bans, this continued to trend steadily downwards; 7.3 million people (17% of the adult population) take

antidepressants. All laws restricting 6rearms were accompanied by a buyback program of 6rearms that had been outlawed, where the

state paid for the individuals to return their guns.
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Unfortunately you cannot compare the UK and Australia decades ago with present day U.S. Kids are encouraged toward violence

while being put on these violence inducing prescriptions, that wasn't the case decades ago. As the article points out, 2-3 decades

ago there were rarely mass shootings in this country too. In this country those in power and the media worship the

pharmaceuticals (due to the big money they get from pharma) so nothing is ever said against them. A gun cannot kill or harm

without being in the hands of a human being.

We should ALWAYS be checking the shooter(s) out 6rst for anything that would drive them to kill or harm. Guns are inert, they do

not get up and walk out the door and shoot. They have to be held, aimed and 6red. It is seriously ridiculous to blame the guns for

the shootings! I'm not saying we don't need better mental health screening for gun purchases, however many (most?) of these

mass shooters did not go buy their guns through normal legal channels.

They either stole a family member's gun or obtained the gun outside of the normal route. Stricter laws would not help there. What

those in power in the U.S. need to do is STOP worshiping the pharmaceutical companies and turning their backs on the obvious

place to look every time there is a shooting. Looking at prescription drugs in the shooters body should be the FIRST thing done

after a shooting. More than a gun problem, we have a DRUG problem in the U.S. A legal, prescribed drug problem.
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Australia??? No thanks. Some of the most vile Covid lockdowns and abuse of its citizens, second only to China. Would never have

happened to that degree if the population was armed. And the tyranny in Australia will only get worse. I notice you did not mention

Switzerland, one of the most heavily armed and peaceful populations on Earth. Gun con6scation is a scam. Self-defense is a

human right.
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John844
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Anti depressants is a red hearing. The objective have always been to disarm the people so through government the Talmudic tribe

that entrap them with the agents like Epstein and Maxwell, can go unchallenged. These mass shooting are orchestrated false

bags. Australia and the UK are no different.  THE PORT ARTHUR MASSACRE CONSPIRACY by Joe Vialls ( rather conclusive )
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whale.to/.../viallspam.html  The Truth about The Port Arthur Massacre   www.youtube.com/watch  Dunblane in the UK was to

mask other activities. Dunblane Massacre: Scottish Children’s Sacri6cial Slaughter for Gun Control and 100-Year Masonic VIP

Pedophilia Cover-up  pedoempire.org/chapter-25-dunblane-massacre-scottish-childrens-sacri6..    

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/bbc-banned-johnny-rotten-in-1978-for-telling-..
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Australia is an island and much easier to control guns. We are a nation with an open southern border with no control over who or

what is coming in. If you think that banning law abiding citizens from owning guns is the answer, I have to respectfully say that you

are part of the problem. I am from Texas. We grew up taking guns out and shooting tin cans. No one thought anything of that. Back

in that time boys came to school with gun racks in their truck windows with ribes in them. No one took those guns and killed

anyone.

No one broke in and stole those guns. That was just a common sight. All of us grew up with unlocked gun cases loaded with guns

in our homes. Many years ago I had an intruder trying to break into my house in the middle of the night. Thankfully I had a

protective dog that ran out of the doggie door and attacked the intruder. The next day I went and bought a sawed off shotgun that

the police olcer suggested (a legal length). His exact words were "you are a single woman in a home with two children and no

way to protect yourself".

He was right. I cannot imagine if I was in a state with so much gun control that I could not buy something to protect us. This is the

best article that I have read about why we are having mass shootings. The drug connection is something that I have wondered

about for years as every little boy who does not sit still in class is then diagnosed with some illness de jour and put on drugs.

Thank you, Dr. Mercola for shining a clear and truthful light on this subject.
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you may be interested in this as was I...The abject failure of the “good guys with guns” to do their job hasn’t stopped Republicans

from continuing to try to debect attention from gun control with the false promise of even more armed school security. In the day

after news of the atrocity broke, the near-constant refrain on Fox News from both pundits and politicians was a supposed need to

“harden” schools via single-door entrances, more security guards, and perhaps even armed teachers.

These strategies have been tried before and have failed. A 2021 peer-reviewed paper that appeared on the Journal of the

American Medical Association (JAMA) Open Network looked at 133 school shootings and concluded that, after controlling for

“factors of location and school characteristics, the rate of deaths was 2.83 times greater in schools with an armed guard present.”

www.thenation.com/article/politics/uvalde-shooting-delusion-nra/  In addition I want to point out that "hardening" schools would

be a totally useless exercise without simultaneously taking the next step.  You'll need to "harden" every school bus to look like a

swat vehicle or Binks truck; plus every school bus stop shelter. Each bus, as it picks up its last rider, is a rolling casket for as many

as 50 kids.
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So many distractions and so little time! To understand the mass mental illness and behavioural problems; you need look no further than

the brainwashing and conditioning by the MSM and especially the "entertainment" industry and Hollyweird! These evil luciferians have

been twisting young people's minds for decades. People can continue to dream all they want. The fact is that we are well past the point of

no return!-- BTW; I'm sure that the over-the-top violence throughout just about every movie made within the past couple of years

(especially "youtube" movies) has very little to do with it - right? You can't go 6ve minutes in most movies without seeing mass shootings,

torture, rape, etc. ! Yup...nothing to see here!
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Not to mention the music industry! Why does no one talk about how music affects people negatively? Kids these days always

seem to have it in their ears, listening to such vile lyrics. I have noticed a stark change in my nephew's behavior, solely based on

the awful music he's been introduced to by punk friends. His father tests him regularly for drugs, so I know it's not that. I'm

convinced the crap music is brainwashing and negatively inbuencing him. Well that and the internet! And it's not just happening to

kids either, even adults are affected too! Just listen and observe and you'll see what I mean!!
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You're right, Teatime. Even when sites such as "Shaking My Head Productions" is showing music video clips to make a point, I have

to shut it down, because it's 101% satanic! I added something to my post above. The "God of this world" has been having a 6eld

day, corrupting young hearts and minds! An entire generation of psychopaths; apathetic, indifferent and just plain mean and nasty -

has been created by the "entertainment" industry.
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TV has gotten increasingly violent too. I agree about violent movies, video games, and TV being an inbuence.  (no slapping at the

Oscars, though - such hypocrites)
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it's almost as bad as the murders and rapes in the bible
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grtunwshd, yes there are a lot of murderers and rapists in the Bible. The problem with that is that good men did nothing, and some

bad women were tolerated (think Jezebel, one of the worst women ever historically, but that is if you believe in the Bible and what it

says. I can think of no one who reads the Bible regularly for purely entertainment purposes.) And yes, all of mankind is basically

wicked, including me and including you. Get over it and get on with a good life.
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Over the years I noticed that those school shooters got bullied at school. So it's also revenge. Being bullied also can lead to depression.

Building a strong connection to a social group helps clinically depressed patients recover and helps prevent relapse, this study found:

www.sciencedaily.com/.../140319143938.htm  . A 2017 study found that depression is on the rise in the US, especially among young

teens. Notably, the rise was most rapid among those ages 12 to 17, increasing from 8.7 percent in 2005 to 12.7 percent in 2015. Data

were drawn from 607,520 respondents to the National Survey on Drug Use and Health. www.sciencedaily.com/.../171030134631.htm

 Feeling isolated during the Covid lock ups had a strong impact on youth in my country Holland, 1 in 5 was thinking of suicide during this

period, they said on the news.

A recent study from the University of Basel claims 'Good' bacteria to tackle depression' They said probiotics can support the effect of

antidepressants and help to alleviate depression. www.sciencedaily.com/.../220609155718.htm  A 2012 study found that eating fast

food is linked to a greater risk of suffering from depression. Eating commercial baked goods (fairy cakes, croissants, doughnuts, etc.)

and fast food (hamburgers, hotdogs and pizza) is linked to depression. www.sciencedaily.com/.../120330081352.htm     the results

reveal that consumers of fast food, compared to those who eat little or none, are 51% more likely to develop depression.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../120330081352.htm     Those foods also have glyphosate, (also in beer) that harms the gut bora, and they are

rich in harmful oxidized linoleic acid (LA). In a study last month they found that higher consumption of LA was associated with higher

odds of depression in older adults, especially in men. www.frontiersin.org/.../full
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The symptoms of depression mentions in today's article are: Sadness, Anxiety, Feeling hopeless, Feeling worthless, Feeling

helpless, Feeling ’empty’, Feeling guilty. Well those signs are connected I have found out over many years. If somebody had

physical or mental or sexual abuse it can cause a person to feel worthless, of not being good enough. Mental abuse can have

many forms, like being bullied, being a outcast, neglected, getting negative comments, fat shaming, being abandoned, not feeling

accepted and more, they all give the feeling of "not being good enough" , so people don't accept themselves as they are, often

without realizing this consciously, like in anorexia.

If people are attacked and hurt, they often blame themselves, even if they are blameless. They criticize themselves, have negative

self talk, talking themselves down for not being good enough. So for those with the signs of depression mention above, become

aware of this feeling of "not being good enough", which is dilcult to see it because depressed people suppress it, to make live

bearable and/or out of shame.

If you have those signs (symptoms) go to see free info from Marisa Peer. See her many video's how to become aware and

overcome the feeling of not being good enough. See those video's about Changing your thinking to changes your feelings. Or see

the free articles, like for example marisapeer.com/what-causes-depression  as a starter, but look for her explanation how to

change your words to change your thinking.

Or read her books. There are other ways, like vagus nerve therapy. One way I mention in study above: Building a strong connection

to a social group, so you feel accepted and connected, for example being a church member. This can lead to remarkable changes I

noticed, because people feel acceptance, that they are good enough as they are. Movie star Jane Fonda said: "It took me a long

time to learn an important lesson. You not suppose to be perfect. Good enough is good enough.
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Add loneliness to thelist
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Pete: Stephanie Seneff has said that mass shootings will not stop until glyphosate is banned. You touched on it when you

mentioned glyphosate harms gut bora. It does a bit more than harm. It selectively kills the gut bora that produce 80-90% if the

serotonin, dopamine and melatonin for the body. The SSRIs are a pharmaceutical attempt to boost serotonin levels by interfering

with the natural production and destruction of chemicals in the body. Glyphosate does not kill Candida, Clostridea or Salmonella so

those predominate in the gut.
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Thanks, Cakesjean and Axkershaw for the good points you made. * * * - Stephanie Seneff talked about the link between

glyphosate, vaccinations and autism and she warns about the disaster that is coming soon. The prevalence of autism among

children in the United States in the 1960s was estimated at 1 in 10,000. By the 1980s, prevalence of the neurological condition had

increased to about 2 in 10,000 children. By the 1990s, the rate under the broader classi6cation of autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

was estimated at 1 in 2,500 to 1 in 1,000 children. By 2000, the rate was up to 1 in 150 children, rising to 1 in 110 in 2006 and 1 in

88 in 2012. The rate hit 1 in 68 in 2016 and 1 in 54 in 2020. The most current rate, published by the U.S. Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention (CDC) last year, is 1 in 44. So the CDC knows a disaster is coming but does nothing. What a sick health

prevention system.
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Eggs have an anti-depressant effect too. On another note, the last thing victims of abuse, torture, or those suffering from mental

illness do not need to be further stigmatized. Where are the mental health pro6les of those who kill in the city, without a second

thought to anyone else but their ego? Just because it's a weekend and 10 degrees warmer out, the stats jump way up week to

week.
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Your claim should be challenged since the bullied narrative is from the mainstream media. Along with the mental health problems

and are part of the deception. If these shooters are legit which is hard to know most are shot or kill themselves according to the

media they may be MK ultra Guinea pigs that are put up to the event but more likely planned TV produced theatrical deception by

the network of evil doers who fooled the masses with Covid19 nineteen years after 9/11 ( their most recent massive psychological

operations)and their dark intrigues go back hundreds of years.
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Pete, worse than doing nothing about autism is the nearly 5 decades long reign of Fauci whose department was created to

speci6cally address the initial jump in autism numbers from the former 1 in 10,000. This and all the other areas his department

were supposed to address have done nothing but explode in cases, the only other thing exploding are the number of we got a pill

for that to dampen symptoms at best. His reward for crippling the health of the nation? The highest paid public employee in the

system, even above the President. So is one expected to be a tin foil hat conspiracy nut for wondering if those negative results

have and were the intended results all along?
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The opposites of depression, personal empowerment and con6dence include social networks we can be real in, and seeing the life

of meaning beyond the social control agenda. Contributing to transcendence and the Great Awakening.Joy in service. Woo-hoo!
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Hi Pete, NMDA NR2B (A glutamate receptor - Excessive glutamate and subsequent over-stimulation of NMDA receptors leading to

excessive Ca2+ (Calcium inbux) is the receptor linked to depression when increased (and decreased by zinc

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3077707  and ketamine pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33981335  for example), but this is also a

receptor for memory & learning, focus and some other things so as usual there needs to be a balance as too much causes

problems unless you have genetics to compensate. So, as you can imagine on the other side, if there is a problem with glutamate,

you might experience memory loss or dilculty learning.

Both SSRI buoxetine and tricyclic desipramine are able to inhibit the GluN2B subunit-containing NMDA receptors in low

micromolar concentration range as another example. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3816696  Those who are 'extra happy' people

naturally produce less of the enzyme FAAH (fatty acid amide hydrolase). In fact, a strong correlation was found between a nations

and persons happiness and having the A allele in the FAAH gene variant rs324420 that helps prevent the chemical degradation

www.sciencedaily.com/.../160114113520.htm  Inhibitors of the enzyme fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH) increases endogenous

levels of anandamide (a cannabinoid CB(1)-receptor ligand (activator)) and oleoylethanolamide (OEA) and palmitoylethanolamide

(PEA), activators for PPAR-alpha.

CB1R activation results in decreased release of glutamate in glutamatergic synapses www.nature.com/.../s41398-021-01612-3

 Palmitoylethanolamide (PEA) which activates PPAR-a also showed antidepressant effects. These effects were mimicked by the

PPAR-a synthetic agonists, and the antidepressive effects of PEA were prevented by PPAR-a deletion + antagonists

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0165032718315994
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Agree with Pete here. Bullying can absolutely cause psychological damage and violent tendencies. I don't personally believe every

mass shooter is using anti depressants or illicit drugs, for some it's purely undiagnosed mental issues. What confuses me however

is when the mass shooters kill innocent people that had nothing to do with their bullying. For example, the Uvalde shooter was

bullied in school for his lisp and stutter but rather than seek revenge directly on those who bullied him, he instead targeted young

children. It's nonsensical but I suppose that's the point and why he desperately needed help. For these young mass shooters I

directly blame the parents for failing them in some way. It was their failure to act or just pure neglect that led to their kids vilolent

behavior.
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Thanks to all who put reaction to my post. To Iloveteatime, to answer you speci6cally. Most of the bullied people are not violent,

but some become angry, and want to take revenge, 6rst of all to the ones who bullied them, but some blame the whole society, or

like in your example all kids. There are examples of depressed people who wants to end their lives and to kill unknown others in

the process. Like in Holland there was one young guy who drove his car at a high speed into a crowd intentional, he left behind a

suicide note. Also there were several suicidal air pilots who crashed their planes and killed all passengers in the process.

We don't know exactly their motives, but some of their thinking is: If I must die because of others did to me, if people don't care

about me, why should I care of others? From one suicidal co-pilot we know why. He had debts and was about to get 6red by the

airline, so he wanted to have revenge by crashing the plane, and also so his family could get the life-insurance. He attacked his

pilot with a hammer, but pilot fought back and with another co-pilot they managed to stop him after a heavy struggle, so they

survived. There was also another story of a Egyptian pilot who wanted to take revenge against his airline.
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I remember the time when on your birthday you got a 22 which you came to school with it and on a way home you brought a rabbit or a

quail to your grand-ma. It is the moral compass which is lost.
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It's the way it was here. Guns were no big deal, Dad kicked your ^$$ if you didn't respect the responsibilities of using a gun. We

didn't have cops in schools, (is part of the real purpose to make it so kids are used to a paramilitary cop on every corner?) Maybe

it's because the big distraction then was bomb scares from kids who didn't want to go to school that day calling in, so guns were

baby $#!+.
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At some point, we are going to have to look at culture - the cheapening of life, young men growing up without dads, school zero-tolerance

policies that embolden bad actors, and so forth, to perhaps include the availability of guns as a factor. On the last point, we have more

than enough gun laws as it is, but we lack the will to enforce them. There is no law that will stop someone who is willing to carry out a

mass murder, but too often after the fact, we hear numerous stories of how the shooter was known to be a potential problem but no one

did anything. I understand that we cannot lock people up on suspicion, but the gun-grabbers can't have it both ways, and after watching

the Karen crowd during Covid, I have less trust than ever in the elcacy of the so-called red bag laws.

Blaming metal objects misses the point and there are reasons why people want to do that. If drugs are blamed, then Big Pharma gets its

thong in a knot, the politicians that it rents stand to lose money, and the left loses its talking point about guns. If we look at culture, then

some will be upset by the malicious truths that emerge - we have segments of the population that commit far more crimes than other

segments. In addition, looking at culture indicts the welfare system which actively encourages single-parent birth by making bene6ts

available ONLY if the father is not in the home.

The mass shooters who make the news typically had no positive male role model in their lives. The same applies to the far more

numerous inner-city mass shootings that are often ignored. Blaming video games leads to the question of why millions who play them

never hurt anyone. And frankly, blaming guns ignores that people used to have loaded ribes in the racks of trucks ON SCHOOL GROUNDS

not long ago, but no one thought to shoot classmates or teachers. This is not an issue politicians want to 6x, it's one they want to

demagogue and blaming inanimate objects is their MO.
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I also see this fatherlessness and lack of role models as close to the root of the problem wareagle. The boys of America and the

world are our sons and they've been forgotten in one-sided gender ideology. Many more boys and men kill themselves than kill

others. We don't 6nd a way to honor their natures and give them a way to contribute, rather than seeing them as the problem.
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The headline should read 97.8% of mass shooting are government psychological operations. Drills for very similar events occur before

most of these active shooter stories. It’s even admitted quietly in the MSM but it’s passed off as a coincidence. Until the masses start

realizing their governments/corporations /NWO are not their friends and/or saviors we are screwed. The patterns and rituals are there

each time but the majority stay blind.
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Mass shooting in the U.S. de6nitely have a false bag stench to them. Ever notice any hysterical news media or politicians screaming over

the hundreds of people killed every year in in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, etc. by gun violence? Of course not. That would be

highlighting the horri6c violent crime rates as well as the government's inability to disarm criminals and protect citizens. The media and

the politicians never care about the children killed by career criminals. Why? A government that cannot disarm criminals, prosecute them,

or keep them in prison has no right to disarm citizens. That said, people compelled to be mass shooters no doubt have brain damage

from a deadly cocktail of prescription and recreational drugs, buoride, GMO foods, vaccines, pesticides/herbicides, countless other

chemicals, and other factors. So, 6rst cause severe brain damage and then disarm the population due to said brain damage? That's our

government at work. Hats off to the regulatory agencies.
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Yes, it has been documented that the shooters typically have something neurobiological going on. The violent video games debate has

been going on for decades. I believe it is in the billions annually, game sales. I believe it was Jimmy Carter who said in 242 years, America

has experienced only 16 years of peace. We are a violent nation, bullying, and disrespectful of human life and Mother Nature.  Relative to

the shooters..there is a new book out called The Violence Project. I have it on hold at the library but heard the author(s) interview on the

radio. Evidently, the man and woman took it upon themselves to put the info/data on mass shootings and shooter behaviors together;

which no one has done before they said. It was eye opening to hear them discuss some of their 6ndings. I'm anxious to read the book. I

didn't catch their names unfortunately. And I noticed my library has only 2 copies, which is just like this country: if it's good and healthy,

it's hard to 6nd.
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Recent statistics indicate that twice as many females than males take antidepressants across all age groups. Where are all the

female shooters? I am not against citizens owning a ribe, shotgun, or pistol for self/home protection. Military grade automatic

weapons have the sole purpose of killing as many human beings as possible in a short period of time. America is the biggest

purveyor of violence in the world because it is obscenely pro6table, so young people (mostly males) are steeped in war imagery

and get to practice their killing skills through video games. The most malleable will be expendable fodder for the military grinder

which has an insatiable appetite.

Add in extreme income inequality, a congress totally out of touch with or caring about the needs of the people, a corrupt,failed

pharma-run medical establishment, a totally polluted environment, drug use, absence of mental health treatment, racism, sexism,

religious fanaticism, and on and on. Young people are facing a big, fat mess of a future or no future at all. They are not insensitive

to what is happening and it is not surprising that some burst at the seams....let's give them AR-15's.
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eiggod, military grade automatic weapons are illegal in the U.S. Any and all automatic weapons are illegal. The AR15 is

semiautomatic and is not an assault ribe. AR stands for ArmaLite Ribe, the company that developed the ribe in the 1950s.

www.thetruthaboutguns.com/what-does-ar-stand-for-in-ar-15
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eiggod8, thanks for pointing this out (males). THIS is the real elephant in the room!  Another thing I believe, is people/kids have

lost a GENUINE purpose. Kids used to have responsibilities at home. Now many get anything they want...for doing nothing but

whining. In the past, they wanted money, they worked for it. They wanted play time, they worked for it. This builds a healthy mind.

NOW-a days... kids hardly play outside, they are bored out of their trees most of the time, they eat garbage. From the day they are

born, they are plugged into something, their imaginations do not develop in any sort of healthy manner. MSM shoves evil in their

faces, TV/Movies/games shoves violence. The leaders of the countries resort to violence. WHERE DO KIDS TODAY LEARN

ANYTHING HEALTHY??? This (along with other things that are obvious to some of us) is all part of the greater evil "plan" to destroy

society, families, individuals ... etc...
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Doc, out front as usual! Thank you, for realizing our Legacy Media owned & directed by Predator$ keep a narrow focus on an either-or

message on guns & violence. The usual what is the sound of one hand clapping - in other words never mind what they are saying, what is
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message on guns & violence. The usual what is the sound of one hand clapping - in other words never mind what they are saying, what is

said in the silence of what they will not talk about, what are their actual actions. What do those actions lead too? Lots of do nothing rah,

rah pushes for laws on lumps of metal & nothing but distractions about violence.

Just displays of virtue signaling, look what we did to protect you, when reality speaks these things do little to nothing to address the real

& many issues of violence. It's said 60% of gun deaths are suicide & most of the mass shootings are suicide by cops. We passed more

new laws so poof, suicides will be reduced? So we can expect domestic violence, child abuse, road rage, all types and kinds of violence

will disappear? Even so, olcials past behavior suggest anything put forth about mental health or the causes of violence beyond mental

health would get the we got a pill for that doing worse than little to nothing, instead often listed as side affects, an enhancement of all the

negatives of mental struggles.

Better to give diets rich in kimchi, probiotics, prebiotics, & rich in Biodynamic Ag foods. An end to toxins shilled as food groups than to

pass out zombie pills making people numb to Life. As for other cultures, especially the West, with guns reduced do they have to shift their

focus off guns & onto butter knives, baseball bats, rocks?

Also, if the memory is working, Japan has some of the most violent entertainment of all kinds, yet we don't see anything near what

happens here. There are many areas needing to be addressed when it comes to violence. Between glyphosate, gut health disruption, loss

of family & our community families, lost in virtual space blind to the real world, so much more. The Parasitic Predator$ problem is to

focus on the real issues, is to focus on them.
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I agree antidepressants might be a cause but a cocktail of antidepressants with assault ribe might be a more plausible cause.

Antidepressants are also given in Europe and we don't see mass shootings there.
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You don't see mass shootings in Europe because the governments are not trying to disarm the public.
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I think most of these mass shootings are staged — to scare ppl into wanting their gun control agenda. In fact, as time goes on I’m

thinking more & more that all news is staged — and I’ve come to the conclusion that all news, including Fox, is scripted and 100% false.
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It is more than most. The only ones that may be real is the 6red or disgruntled employee that kills one or two people in the

workplace. Every mass shooting is a psy op and there has been actual video to prove it.
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BINGO!  The world is a stage Crisis Actors
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I do believe these meds play role in shootings. What's sad is it can't even be talked about other than places like here.
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Yes, I"ve read many accounts that say anti-depressants were prescribed to a young person who did the killing and it seems it is

usually people aged 22 or younger - ages which should never be prescribed these meds. See my post above for more info.
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The elephant in the room is not the gun but the concept of self defense, against whom, you may ask. Well, the second amendment has

NOTHING to do with hunting. When you blatantly violate the laws of the land and engage in genocide you would be worried; I'm talking

about the self appointed gate keepers. All you have to do is to look at Australia after they gave out the guns.
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Police are not obligated to protect individual citizens. This has been determined in a court of law. They carry guns because we do

not live in a safe world. Taking guns away from all law-abiding citizens to prevent shootings makes as much sense as castrating all

men to prevent rape by a few. As long as politicians have armed security, it is an indication that the world is not safe and there is a

need for individuals to have a right to self-protection. We already live in perilous times of increasing crime. I have no problem with

homeowners shooting intruders during break-ins or violent assaults. We already have enough laws on the books without making

more.

The problem in many cases is enforcing existing laws. In order to eliminate mass shootings, we need to take a serious look at 2

things--pharmaceuticals and the lack of a father's presence and inbuence in the home. I have no desire to see the population of the

US disarmed. It is the last barrier between us and tyranny. Without the US, there is no free world. Guns are not the problem. There

was a time when students carried guns to school to shoot dinner on their way home, not to shoot up their schools. We no longer

demand individual accountability and responsibility. A lot has to do with lack of righteous thinking for whatever reason.

I recall hunting in Montana. Our truck broke down on our way out of the woods after dark. We had to hike 9 miles to the nearest

building which was a gas station. As a responsible gun owner, I was unwilling to leave a ribe in an unattended vehicle. This being,

MT, we walked into a gas station with guns. The owner took one look at us, said, "You guys look cold. Do you want some hot

coffee?" That would not happen in the inner city. Back then, you saw guns everywhere, even in the supermarket. Crime was

incredibly low. The average household had at least 6 guns, and well over 1000 rounds of ammo. -continued-
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-continued- This was quite reasonable. I will explain so people unfamiliar with guns will understand. If a child reached the age of

12 years and had demonstrated the ability to handle adult chores and show responsibility, receiving their 6rst hunting ribe was

considered a signi6cant right of passage for young people. In a place where you might have 9 months of snow and were at the far

end of the food chain, hunting was a way of life. There were lots of low-income people who put game meat on their table. I recall

that saddle of venison was a traditional Thanksgiving meal for many families if not wild turkey.

So, how do I account for 6 guns per household? If you 6gure a 4 person family, each person would own a hunting ribe. (Perhaps

more than one for different kinds of hunting.) You might have grandpa's old gun hanging by the 6replace. You would likely carry a

pistol for bear during many of your outdoor activities. Where the mountains are high and you routinely get snowed in, you also

keep plenty of ammo on hand and prob own a reloading kit. I never felt unsafe living in rural MT--except from predators if I needed

to be outside after dark (a good reason to be armed and vigilant).

When we heard the cougar screech down by the creek, we knew he had found his supper. Criminals were smart enough not to do

certain crimes. Besides, there was an awesome sense of chivalry among the men. Certain behaviors were simply not tolerated and

fathers took an active role in raising children. Besides, almost everyone worked hard, which kept people grounded in reality. This

was before video games and cell phones. When we heard gun shots, we were happy because we knew neighbors got their

meat--people did not hunt their neighbors.
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Almond, we have concealed carry with no permit. There are no armed robberies in my area. If someone tried to hold up a

convenience store they would have 2 to 3 guns pointed at there head. I was talking to a Sheriff's deputy a while ago and he asked

me if I had a gun. I replied "of course". He said I had better have one, this is Arizona. We dont screw around here. It is one of the

safest places on earth. Unless you are in Phoenix or Tucson where people are afraid of guns and few carry so they "feel" safe!
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@BrianAllen1 Those are the same types of people who are all jabbed and boosted, and will be unable to reproduce even if they do

survive the jabs.  Guns are the least of their worries.   They’ve already succumbed to the real weapon, Mass media propaganda

convincing them to alter their DNA, so they don’t catch a bu.
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Ask a cop what their gun is for and they will tell you it is to protect them not you. Cops are only good for taking a report

(sometimes) after a crime has occurred. The only time they can help protect others is if a crime is committed in their presence

which is rare. Hence the saying there's never a cop around when you need one. That is why we the people remain armed.
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Ray, and they STILL catch the bu. Monkey Pox Shingles coming up. I traveled to Tucson to buy a major appliance. Apparently, the

owner acts in ridiculous commercials and other advertisements pretending that his 2 index 6ngers are guns. I asked the manager

why he didn't at least use toy guns as a prop. He was horri6ed and said he would never do anything like that! I was so tempted to

show him the real gun on my person but it would not have done any good. The people on the sales boor probably would have all hit

the deck. Gotta love liberal bastions.
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This is to Almond. Once upon a time in a land far far away I was married to a very abusive, cocaine addicted, mentally ill man who

was on a slew of meds. Paranoid schizophrenic. I had to get two court orders of protection and had 2 stays in a battered women's

shelter. I was lucky to get away with my life. Fast forward a little bit and now in community college. The chief of police came and

spoke to an auditorium of all us young people (I was the old gal at 26 and the college kids kept reminding me of that. Ah, now I

look back and did not realize how young i was!) This ex husband (I cringe to call him that) was nothing but trouble to me long after

I left him. I talked to the chief of police after and brieby explained my situation.

He told me to get as far away from this man as soon as possible, move, change my name, etc. One thing that left an indelible print

in my mind was his response. "The police cannot prevent crime; they can only respond to it. And oftentimes it is too late for women

in your situation." All's well that ends well. Very happily married for several decades now, great kids, we have a couple of grandkids

. . .Very devoted, hovering husband (where did that come from, I ask myself? The old man 5 years younger than me is well, too

hovering. I am not used to it:) But I am starting to like it! As I get fatter and older, my hubby seems more in love. :) Go 6gure?
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I am originally from small town Nebraska, when I was a kid it was no big deal to have hunting ribes in a holder inside of the back

window of your pickup. You didn't want to be carrying a gun into a large business, but it was OK in some small businesses, and if,

like Almond mentioned, your vehicle broke down, it would be expected that you take your gun with you. As long as you were

carrying your gun responsibly and not pointed at anyone, no big deal. If you were carrying your gun in a dangerous manner you

would be quickly reprimanded and shamed.
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A Welsh psychiatrist undertook research that showed, not only antidepressants, but weightloss drugs, and even nicotine doses can cause

suicidal or homicadal impulses. He identi6ed 120 drugs that can cause this, and this was three years ago so more will have been

identi6ed since then. Guns have nothing to do with murder rates, which are a sign of social dysfunctionalism. Note that Canada has just

as many guns but few murders, and the Swiss likewise.
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Good point.
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Here's you guy: Dr David Healy - rxisk.org/rxisk-founder-dr-david-healy-side-effects-the-true-story/  - but I think he has moved to

Canada as of 2018 or 2019; still looking for his latest address: McMaster University in Ontario. Here's his bio:

https://davidhealy.org/bio/
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sure sure!!!! the terrible computer war games is to blame. I have always thought that these games are very bad for children and young

people. But it is A Capitalism - the worst society's structural system ever invented. This is America "the beautiful", which brought the

world the computer and all the associated invention, which have cause and keep causing much more harm than good. America wanted

so? ok, so it got what it wanted. New rules and new laws will not help. It is the society that embraces the capitalism. Capitalism is ket.

Capitalism is rotten, supremely corrupted. Look at Netbix garbage movies. 99.99% of the 6lms there are murders, killings, extreme

violence. Even so called "comedies" are total garbage, stupid pieces of s..t. And these include all foreign copycats which are even worse.

Same on Amazon Prime. There are 1-2 gems like Queen's Gambit, One Gem out of thousands violence embracing "creations". Capitalism

at Work.
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Video games, movies of violence, even cartoons showing violence build up a numbing effect against killing, death. People get killed but it

isn't real, they are back in the next episode. Watch cartoons, see ads for nerf guns, now capable of 6ring like a machine gun. Cars and

trucks are adverstised as being faster, tougher, more powerful. You can't have too much power. It is good!. Children are being

indoctrinated, taught to kill when angry. Road rage, kill that s--- that cut you off. That is one reson i drive in right lane, the speedsters can

go around me. It is safer in the right lane. Left lane is known as suicide lane in my area.
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Genocides start with gun control. Here is a good chart of the hundred plus million innnocents genocided by gun control: The Genocide

Chart JPFO.org 2002 GovernmentDatesTargetsCivilians Killed "Gun Control" Laws Features of Over-all "Gun Control" scheme Ottoman

Turkey1915-1917Armenians (mostly Christians)1-1.5 millionArt. 166, Pen. Code, 1866 & 1911 Proclamation, 1915 Permits required

Government list of owners Ban on possession Soviet Union1929-1945Political opponents; farming communities20 millionResolutions,

1918 Decree, July 12, 1920 Art. 59 & 182, Pen. code, 1926Licensing of owners Ban on possession Severe penalties Nazi Germany &

Occupied Europe1933-1945Political opponents; Jews; Gypsies; critics; "examples"20 millionLaw on Firearms & Ammun., 1928 Weapon

Law, March 18, 1938 Regulations against Jews, 1938Registration & Licensing Stricter handgun laws Ban on possession China,

Nationalist1927-1949Political opponents; army conscripts; others10 millionArt.

205, Crim. Code, 1914 Art. 186-87, Crim. Code, 1935Government permit system Ban on private ownership China, Red1949-1952

1957-1960 1966-1976Political opponents; Rural populations Enemies of the state20-35 millionAct of Feb. 20, 1951 Act of Oct. 22,

1957Prison or death to "counter-revolutionary criminals" and anyone resisting any government program Death penalty for supply guns to

such "criminals" Guatemala1960-1981Mayans & other Indians; political enemies100,000- 200,000Decree 36, Nov 25 Act of 1932 Decree

386, 1947 Decree 283, 1964Register guns & owners Licensing with high fees Prohibit carrying guns Bans on guns, sharp tools

Con6scation powers Uganda1971-1979Christians Political enemies300,000Firearms Ordinance, 1955 Firearms Act, 1970Register all

guns & owners Licenses for transactions Warrantless searches Con6scation powers Cambodia (Khmer Rouge)1975-1979Educated

Persons; Political enemies2 millionArt. 322-328, Penal Code Royal Ordina
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Mass shootings in the US = The Feds. CIA and FBI are all over these incidents. Why? Trauma-based mind control. The CIA are experts at

it bar none. Traumatize the people enough and they’ll beg the government to protect them, even if it means relinquishing their God-given

rights. That’s how we got the Patriot Act. The government is not interested in protecting you. In fact, they want you dead. The plandemic

should have taught that to everyone. And yet, people are so deeply brainwashed by television, social media, Hollywood and the news

media that God himself could come down from heaven for the whole world to see, and most boob-tube watchers would deny they saw

anything. Especially if the news media said it wasn’t true. SHEEP. BAAAAAA!
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Too many Americans live solitary lives of quiet desperation. You can blame it on Mexicans, Chinese, Jews, or Africans. Or you can blame

it on inbammatory media that presents messages of fear, blame and hate on these "other" people for pro6t and power. That would include

so called "News" programs on cable tv, and social media platforms targeting and aggregating lonely people so they can sell their eyeballs.

Fact is the psych medication excuse for mass shootings is worthless because with or without the Prozac or Xanax. the mental illness is

still present. We are not going to cure the scourge of mental illness in the U.S. anytime soon. But we can take away the genocidal

weapons. Personally, I am a gun owner.. Been shooting ribes and pulling back quivers since I was 12, but I have no desire to own an AR

15, a 300 shot clip, or body armor. In my opinion anyone who does is on the mental illness spectrum at some level, or at the very least

lacking in sanity and compassion.
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If you drug your children with brain altering drugs for brain problems probably caused by toxic vaccines, toxic medications, junk food, too

much screen time. You will turn them into either suicidal or murderous people.  Nothing to do with having guns at home. Yes keep guns

secure and for self defense.  In Switzerland every able bodied man has their army gun at home. They don't have any of these murders, but

they don't drug up their teenagers. Jennifer. UK
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Well, let's not forget that they have evil mind control tech as well.
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97.8% of mass shootings are complete hoaxes perpetrated by an evil, out of control government. Dozens, perhaps hundreds of such

incidents on smaller scale than generally publicized. also including fake accidents of various kinds, indicating very large scale operation

by intelligence agencies of government for reasons I can only think are to gain organized control of all levels of law enforcement,

emergency services, health system, media, to control reality and fabricate events.
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Raythe4th
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That’s exactly what’s going on. These spy agencies are all tentacles of the Vatican. Their Caesar (Pope) wishes to bring about a

one world order and he uses his Jesuit Order to in6ltrate, spy, and carry out his plan. The purpose of the Jesuits was to counter the

reformation, and bring back all the daughters (Protestantism, Islam) of this Great Whore back home. The word Catholic means

Universal. A global religion for a global government. Funny thing is, these Jesuits have been kicked out of over 80 countries due to

their wicked meddlingmost of these being Catholic.

Even past Popes have signed Papal bulls to disband the Jesuits, only to be assassinated. The current Pope IS A JESUITsomething

even Catholics realize is against the rules, and never supposed to have been possible. The fox is now in control of the Whorehouse

and pushing for its Beast System. And while the Bible does predict that they will be successful initially, her reign riding this beast

will come to an end rather quickly as seen in Revelation 17-18. This is right before the 2nd coming of Jesus, which doesn’t seem

too far off!
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BigTim, I could not agree more. The bigger the deception the more people trust in it. It was good old Adolph who proclaimed: the

bigger the lie, the easier it is for people to believe! And Tricky Richard (won't let me print his nickname) announced: the American

people don't believe a thing until they see it on TV.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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Gun laws can’t lower crime. First, crimes are committed by criminals, not guns, and relaxing law enforcement over the last two years has

increased the number of crimes and gun crimes. Next, 98% of gun crimes are committed with ordinary handguns. Even if we banned all

semiautomatic ribes and shotguns, and con6scated the millions already in circulation, the reduction in gun crimes would be almost nil. In

addition to the fact that handguns are used in most crimes, most criminal's guns are either stolen or acquired on the black market.

There's no sense banning legally purchased 6rearms, as they only sit quietly until their owner loads them and pulls the trigger. Almost

always, this is done in case of emergencies or sporting activities and is perfectly responsible and reasonable. The proper term for it isn't

"gun control." It's civilian disarmament.
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kfa, you make two good points. 1. "...crimes are committed by criminals, not guns...." 2. "The proper term for it isn't 'gun control.' It's

civilian disarmament." ~~~ Reminds me of the meme making the rounds. The little boy sitting in class with pencil in hand says,

"My teacher told me guns kill people... I told her my pencil failed my math exam."
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I have a friend who is bipolar. One of the medications she was put on dulled her emotions to the point that she felt nothing. She told me

that if her whole family were to die in a car accident she would feel nothing. She said that she preferred the ups and downs of being

bipolar because at least she felt something. Many people, including me, wondered why anyone would go off their meds which were

working so well. As my friend said, they don't make you feel better, they just make you easier to handle.
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Pain pills like many other drugs are known to do the same thing. They create addicts who no longer have normal emotions, aka

zombies. They get everyone addicted, and then take away their access to their pills, and then sit back and watch the chaos that

unfolds.
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mourningwarbler
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What does "bipolar" even mean? I met a man who said he was bipolar, but after observing him for awhile, it dawned on me that he

had a spirit of rejection. And, a few years later, I met someone who said that her mother had been bipolar; turned out that when her

mother became a born again Christian, she overcame that spirit of rejection. I read about this spirit of rejection thing about twenty

years ago. I think it is very common. Maybe the answer to "bipolar" is that people recognize and REJECT any spirit of rejection. Dr.

Peter Breggin was on one of Dr. Mercola's podcasts; that's where I heard of him. He wrote MEDICATION MADNESS, and he speaks

of the power of having at least one really good friend. (He also wrote COVID-19 and the GLOBAL PREDATORS, with his wife Ginger.

Better to be healed than to be medicated, right?
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My friend wasn't bipolar until she was put on meds for depression. Personally I believe that with the right therapy she wouldn't

have needed meds at all. 30 years later she is a total train wreck. And yes, she absolutely had manic episodes, you could see the

crazy in her eyes. I went searching neighborhoods for her, never found her because she decided to bed down for the night in

someone's yard under a shrub. She went swimming in the neighborhood's decorative lake, fully clothed, she took her car to a

parking lot and did cookies until she blew a tire, then walked home and sprained her wrist as she was trying to climb out of a dry

river bed.

She was so ashamed about that one she hid in her closet and I had to talk her out. Her meds keep her mania in check, but she still

suffers from the depression. She also has involuntary tics in her face and her hands shake, a side effect of her meds. It is

permanent, even if she stops the meds. She is artistic, she is no longer able to do what she loves. She made an interesting

comment, if the meds work so well, why has she not been able to work that whole time, with the exception of a couple of months.

As she said, the meds don't make her feel better, they just make her easier to handle.
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Joined On 2/9/2017 11:28:57 AM
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Well written article, as always. Thank you Dr. Mercola for the reminder on ways to prepare. Have you noticed how "prepping" became a

word of scorn and ridicule over the last decade or so? As a Girl Scout at a young age, you're taught to be prepared, how to be self

sulcient and be ready for emergencies. Perhaps the scorn and ridicule were to keep people from exactly that. So many things to do to

keep us self sulcient and out of the clutches of The Great Reset: buy land (grow your own food!), get a freeze dryer (20+ yrs of long term

food), buy a water puri6cation system (think Berkey Water), can or dehydrate. Just some ideas I thought I'd share with y'all ....
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ChefBambu
Joined On 8/30/2021 9:55:21 AM
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We didn't have mass shootings at our schools when there was disciplne at home, in schools, and by law enforcement/Judges. I witnessed

poor families with nine children all graduated from college becoming good citizens because they had discipline which starts at home. It's

families, schools, law enforcement and society in general, not the guns.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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This buys into the MSM narrative. Closer to the truth, most "mass shootings," are false bags. Even with no evidence of deaths.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM
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Without a doubt antidepressants, especially in teens, can cause agitation and suicidal thoughts. These are usually mentioned as side

effects on the tv ads. My 11 yr old son is smart enough to see the commercial and say why would any parent let their child take that. A

previous dr of mine prescribed an antidepressant that also helped with nerve pain. I did not have depression but had severe nerve pain. I

reluctantly agreed to try it. One pill was all it took to feel weird enough to not take it ever again. I’ve wondered if some of these people

(shooters) are being targeted/indoctrinated just like the trans community recruiting kids online. We don’t do social media but if we did

and my son showed signs of depression 6rst thing I’d do is get him off social media. I do believe it’s one of the most evil developments

ever and destroys lives everyday.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Lots of information to unpack here. First of all, pharmaceuticals are sorcery according to the Bible. Look up G5331 - Pharmakeia in

Strong’s concordance and then reference the Bible verses where it’s found. Secondly, all of these mass shootings are false bag events

designed to get guns out of the hands of the American people. The CIA is behind everyone of these events, and they are a Jesuit run

agency. The Vatican is working feverishly to usher in their Beast system. They are ready to take down the USA, and will do it with Russian

nukes and Chinese troops. They need to get guns out of our hands now, before they invade the USA. Sound crazy?

Let me speculate a little. Why haven’t the Chinese been given the same MRNA vaccines as the USA? If Fauci is a Jesuit, and he funded

the wuhan lab research, then is it safe to assume, that the bio-weapon was created, patented and released for a reason? Why is there a

DARPA website that shows a 66-80% population reduction in the year 2025? They clearly know something is coming as these 6gures

have been forecasted on their website as far back as 2017!!! I will link the info and then wrap things up by predicting a timeline based on

all of the above. nobulart.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Deagel-2025-Forecast..  When you see Obama back in control of

the White House, the death of America will be complete, and the invasion will begin.

Mock and scoff all you want. I realize what I’m saying sounds crazy, but I’m saying it anyway, because that’s what I believe will happen,

and I’m trying to warn everyone beforehand. The man never even produced a valid birth certi6cate and he got 2 terms. He’s also still

running things from behind the scenes, as the good little CIA creation that he is. A loophole will put him back in power, not going to

explain that now, but if it happens, you can rest assured that everything else I’ve said here is right on target as well. People better Repent

and 6nd Jesus
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A million likes from me.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM
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Thank you for this article. Teaching shooting sports again in high schools would probably be considered a radical idea. I believe many are

feeling stressed, depressed, and afraid primarily due to fear of our own government. And the government fear mongers who want us to

look to big government to "save" us.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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My wife belonged to her high school gun club as late as 1983. She has always been a much more accurate shooter than I. Probably

more prudent and safer with 6rearms too.
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nj_indy
Joined On 2/9/2022 11:20:34 AM
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My Junior High school PE class included "hunter safety" training, where every student learned how to safely handle guns. The

training included one afternoon on the shooting range where every student got to load and 6re ribes, including a muzzle loader.

This was in the rural Midwest in ~1981.
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"In the mid-1990s, the Food and Drug Administration loosened regulations, direct-to-consumer ads for SSRIs exploded and, with it,

prescriptions for SSRIs".       This was the 6rst example of fake US regulation. In all the world only in New Zealand are Pharmas allowed to

sell expensive drugs to people that are not medical experts (consumers). We have capitalism gone mad. Yesterday on radio I was told to

tell my doctor if I had inbamation inside my small intestine bowels before advising him to get me some insanely expensive drug. We DO

need to build back better and eliminate the 20% healthcare GDP.
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Seems to me that it’s these modern medical mind mood melting substances that become the gun powder for the minds that point barrels

and pull triggers at random innocent unsuspecting groups of our nations “living normal lives” people. Stop giving the wretched

prescription drugs! As though they are a "Magic Candy Pill" for a better behavior of humanities.
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Joined On 8/21/2008 6:39:54 AM
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Dr, Barrie Trower explains that frequency weapons can induce entrainment and violence: www.youtube.com/watch  ....................."This

powerful video explains the truth regarding Microwave weaponry and other exotic weapons (psychotronic, electromagnetic, Radio

Frequency, HAARP, GWEN towers, ELF waves) used by The UNITED STATES & other Nations worldwide, leaving NO DOUBT to all that is

being used against unknowing people everywhere..."
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Does anyone remember even 1 mass shooting during the Covid scare? I do not. I think we went a year and a half without one! I wonder

why? Maybe dangerous people with guns did not want to be seen wearing a mask.
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Mid-term elections soon. Let's generate an issue that may help one side. Mass shootings and gun con6scation. Michael Moore

even wants to end the 2nd amendment.
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brianallen1
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I will not patronize a business that bans guns because criminals  and evil people will still be armed on the premises. I had been shopping

armed at Whole Foods many times before I one day noticed their 6rearms prohibited sign. I called for the manager and asked him when

this started. He said ever since Amazon bought them out. I told him he worked in a dangerous environment. He laughed. I then informed

him that a mass shooter in there would have 6eld day and his smile disappeared as you could watch the wheels turning in his head.

People are so oblivious.
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Raythe4th
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Amazon, another CIA creationI hate that company. If it weren’t for Amazon buying Wholefoods, they probably would’ve gone out of

business after helping the Grocery Manufacturers Association help defeat that GMO labeling proposal in California. Actually, they

just rigged the voting machines, but nothing was ever done about it. Still noticed that they were a bunch of traitors!!! They aligned

themselves with the devil, and then actually thought there wouldn’t be any blowback from the public over that little stunt. I

personally quit shopping there over it. I suppose the YouTube video I saw that showed frozen organic vegetables from China was

another reason. Ohh the irony!!!! Well, they were clearly just another wolf in clothing all along anyway.

Another thing I want to mention is that Amazon was stealing tips from its Wholefood delivery drivers for several years off and on.

Even after getting busted several times they never bothered to reimburse their employees that they stole from. Just last year the

department of Justice forced Amazon to reimburse the money that was stolen. Amazon claimed publicly that it was a computer

glitch and not intentional theft. I call BS on that one. I already hated that company beforehand, after witnessing that, I really hate

them. They’re just like Walmart. They pay slave wages, and take advantage of hiring minorities who have no voice and don’t 6ght

for their rights. A union is desperately needed against these corporations.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Randy, I will not patronize Amazon or Wal mart except as a last resort. The only thing I buy from Whole Paycheck is German Butter

from Fond O Foods as I haven't found it anywhere else. It is grass fed and NOT pasteurized.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Good that you said something. We don't go to outback steak anymore because of their "gun free" sign on their door. But then I am a

good cook, so we don't need to eat out:)
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brodiebrock12
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Have been saying this for years and years. Not surprising this obvious cause and effect and % is censored and whitewashed so well by

"you know who". This is no different than what has been going on the past 2.6 years since the whu-bu lab release in China. Big Pharma

has such such clout it's able to control the narrative without ANY accountability. After almost every mass shooting I've always asked what

was this person "on" in terms of meds, but in almost 100% of stories not a peep on the meds similar to how there is NEVER mention in the

EUA gene therapy med injections and link to death - maiming for life in some way. Pharma and it's bought and paid for agencies like the

CDC, FDA, media and corrupt players in the Swamp white wash it all and place causative blame elsewhere. This is no different
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Good_Hands
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One element of these mass shootings that rarely gets air time is the idea that most of these shooters have decided that it's okay, even

preferable, to end their own life, and in doing so they want to steal that 15 minutes of fame they think society owes them (but they lacked

the motivation, for whatever reason, to earn). They've learned that the media will make them famous for it, but only if it includes guns, and

particularly guns of a certain look and style. If we were to stop making mass shooters famous, then mass shootings, in my opinion, would

(pardon the pun) die down.

::: The anti-gun folks love their self-righteous mic drops, so I've often seen people promoting a video of a comedian supposedly

destroying every pro-gun argument in just 15 minutes. But those anti-gun folks don't like to talk about the rebuttals. Here's one guy

addressing each of the supposed debunkings. Part 1: https://youtu.be/3FkAQSRp4iI  , Part 2: https://youtu.be/5R64ct-i3jY  , and Part 3:

https://youtu.be/AVJ0SkahgQQ  . He hasn't come out with Parts 4 and 5 yet, it seems.
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The mass shooter supposedly kills himself so there is conveniently no details to mop up. They can sweep it under the rug and

move on to the next hoax.
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Good_Hands
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brianallen, correct. Or he gets shot by some form of law enforcement (a.k.a. "approved" gun owners). Can't have the shooter

survive to talk about how he was groomed online. That would be inconvenient.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Yep, it's all about their 15 minutes of fame. The news has become the #1 rated reality show. That's why they won't stop talking

about Trump. Trump is the only thing that raises their ratings higher than mass shootings.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Thanks for the links. This guy is well spoken, and 100% correct!!!
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM
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While what you say about antidepressant drugs is true, it's not the elephant in the room. (Or maybe there are several other elephants all

crammed in there!) The biggest elephants being gun free zones; psychiatric drugs; moral decay induced by the indoctrination of

philosophies of nihilism; envy; and self hatred in public schools and corporate media, making it easy for federal enforcement thugs to 6nd

weak and troubled people to entrap in their schemes to disarm the honest and productive people who they hate with a passion - their real

enemy - on whom they accuse of their own acts of murder of civilians and especially children.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM
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Using childrena quite effective tactic that pulls hard on the masses heartstrings. Emotional and fearful people rarely think clearly.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Well said.
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cay3360
Joined On 4/6/2022 10:01:22 PM
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Dr. William Walsh was working with inmates and found they had a successful sibling. Surprised by this 6nding, he conducted a study on

brothers with one successful sibling and one criminal. He controlled for environment by using siblings raised in the same home. Dr.

Walsh found high heavy metal content in the bodies of the criminal sibling which caused biochemical mineral de6ciencies. This had/ has

an extreme impact on the brain which can be a cause of violence. www.adhdbasics.info/.../Walsh1997.pdf
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I would’ve home schooled. Covid was the only good thing that happened to show what abuse is happening in our schools. Teen age boys

have a hard time opening up about the bad stuff that happens to them in school. Parents need to be persistent about getting help for

them because an antidepressant isn’t going to help. Take them to a counselor, (not in the school, my sons guidance counselor ignored

what my son and I told her what was going on and never reported it to the principal or administrator) it helped him so much after all of the

trauma and pure child abuse at the hands of a school. I cringe every time there is a school shooting because I am convinced it’s the

schools who are ultimately responsible because they are afraid to “get involved”.
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Pete-You are saying what I’ve been thinking for years about the bullying in schools and online. Do you notice there are no teachers or

school administration talking outwardly about the shootings? From what we have personally experienced 15 years ago with our child is

he was mercilessly bullied for 1 1/2 years, his life threatened, physically punched 3 times, his girlfriend experienced sexual harassment,

his truck keyed, called names in the hallway and classroom with no teacher saying anything, our house vandalized, and on and on.

He took the matter into his own hands(no gun) and he was the one that suffered the consequences. You have to understand that the

schools shut down conversation and will not talk about any other kid because of HIPPA laws. This prevents the schools acknowledging

there is a problem and the bully’s parents from 6nding out what their children are up to. God forbid if a school’s reputation is at stake, no

government funding? I started calling the bully’s parents after 1 1/2 years to tell them they need to tell their kids to stop the bullying.

None of those parents knew what their kids were doing to my kid. There was no discipline from the school, no detention , no suspension,

calling them to the olce, and twice they didn’t notify me he had been punched. The teachers don’t want to or are instructed to not get

involved. You wonder why kids are taking matters into their own hands? And putting a kid on an SSRI is only going to add to the problem. I

know for myself after studying my genetics, I cannot tolerate buoride based meds which is what many antidepressants contain and I am

an ultra rapid metabolizer of certain meds and one of them is antidepressants.

One size does not 6t all! I’ve experienced the side effects having these certain baws in my DNA. We need to start doing what some

European countries do and test people for these genes before prescribing. And if I had it to do over again I would’ve gone schooled.

Schools are all about teachers
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Of COURSE They are.. This had been KNOWN for at least FIFTEEN YEARS.  This article from 2012 discusses it but it's been known at least

several years before this.  www.wnd.com/2012/12/psych-meds-linked-to-90-of-school-shootings/
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These people have been MK Uktra'd and other mind-controlling programming used. The CIA received it during WWII from the Natzis. Add

to that, FBI prompting these people online and triggering them to do whatever the Deep State wants, whenever they want.
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I have wondered about mass shooter games for years, why is this never brought up when talking about ending the violence in our

country? I’ve seen these games, they are incredibly violent. They need to be outlawed, this is insane. Never thought about

antidepressants and problems with that, interesting.
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It is time to end direct to consumer advertising of prescription medications. It is my understanding that we are one of only a few

countries that permit this. Shut down big pharma now. And boycott commercial tv networks that reap big pro6t advertising money from
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countries that permit this. Shut down big pharma now. And boycott commercial tv networks that reap big pro6t advertising money from

this practice
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ababab1
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Watch both versions of The Manchurian Candidate.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM
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The manufacturers and the pushers of these (over prescribed) psychiatric meds are enjoying the same pro6t$ and glamorous payday$

that the Sackler Family has experienced with their "non-addictive" pain medication, Fentanyl. Nobody goes to jail, people die, and the can

keeps getting kicked down the road. Thank you Dr. Mercola.
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mourningwarbler
Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM
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Great article, and I'm appreciating the comments very much!! Symptoms of depression sound like how a person might feel who needs a

genuine friend. Even in the Bible David/then King David had his moments of despair. Read the Psalms to see the cure! Rabbi Jeff

Zaremsky wrote DEPRESSED PEOPLE OF THE BIBLE: FREEDOM FROM A CAVE OF DEPRESSION TO THE LIGHT OF LIFE, which is a very

interesting study.
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I think MKUltra and Jason Bourne-style supersoldier machinations are the most likely cause:

www.bustle.com/articles/174906-could-jason-bourne-be-real-the-movies-p..
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I was a therapist for many yrs (Master's in Counseling Psychology) and was taught that suicidal/homicidal ideation and violence were

only seen in those aged about 22 yrs old and younger. It was known that you don't prescribe anti-depressants to those aged 22 and under

because of this risk. I've never heard of it in anyone over that age on anti-depressants - doesn't mean it can't happen just that I never saw

it. If anyone has seen it in those over 22 y.o. I'd really like to hear from you. This was known back in 1993 at least. So how did these young

people under age 22 get kthese meds?
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The amount of psychiatric drugs prescribed to children and adolescents is appalling. In the US, at least 6 million young people are on

psychiatric drugs, starting with infants. Over 400,000 children between the ages of 0 and 5 are on psychiatric drugs. What kind of sadist

would prescribe an antidepressant to a one year old child? The amount of damage being done to children in the US is the direct

responsibility of the incestuous relationship between the pharmaceutical crime syndicate, the media, and the congress. And is it any

wonder that every now and then one of these abused children/teens bies off the handle and shoots everyone in sight? Everyone should

be demanding of their congressmen that psychiatric/pharmaceutical industry be investigated for the destructive effects being caused to

children/young adults.
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I"ve been retired from being a therapist for a little over 20 yrs - had no idea they were giving these meds to children under 5 y.o.

that is horrifying! No one aged 22 and under should ever be on anti-depressants, we've never since at least 1993 they can cause

violence, suicide/homicide. WOW. This is premeditated murder by whoever is prescribing these meds to young people!
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What about being demanding of parents to raise children responsibly and not drug them? You named everyone but the most

responsible- parents.
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Very sad to see good people guessing and wasting mental effort to come of with reasons to explain events that are overwhelmingly not

real but hoaxes done by their, in large part, evil, out of control government. The lies and hoaxes are so great that exposing them would

result in government collapse, so the evil will continue until it ends in disaster.
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Hoax=false bag
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ChristieMarie
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One thing I 6nd really concerning is that when the SHTF, and all these people on psych meds can't get their prescriptions re6lled.  There's

going to be mass "Discontinuation Syndrome", which will cause severe illness and probably result in a lot of violent acts.
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DSM criteria is also met by nutritional de6ciencies [ now at epidemic levels ], Lyme Disease, and toxic poisoning - food, air, soil etc. This is

slow motion genocide.
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Big Pharma involved in another societal ill? Say it isn't so! It is said that the love of money is the root of all evil. I think it is fear. Fear of

never having enough, of not being enough, of not meeting societal expectations. Those societal expectations are part of our shadow

selves, and Big Pharma exploits those fears. But the perpetrators are not immune to these fears themselves and the drive for more

exterior shows of power and prestige hides their inner fears so they keep that drive for more going no matter what the cost.
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Yes and it is a chain of things. Essentially low GABA (the inhibitory neurotransmitter). The little-known fact is that the ability of one's spirit

to express its natural empathy through the brain is proportional to their levels of GABA, which is lowered by the cat parasite toxoplasma

gondii (probably eating it, and correlating with all anxiety disorders), a real pandemic, an Andromeda Strain except instead of being

heroes, humanity said yeah we're ok with that. Per the study published by NIH: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32315924  it is spreading via the

other real pandemic, oral sex. Previously, CDC said its main route of getting into the brain is infected undercooked meat and unwashed

vegetables. Some are a�icted in the womb, it crosses the placenta which is why they warn pregnant mothers about litter boxes.

Of course always throwing in the 30 year old lie that it can't hurt you unless sick or pregnant. But it devastates the mind. SSRI's tamp

down toxo. As one can see at ssristories, the shootings often occur when one stops taking the meds. That is when the parasite emerges

from its cyst hideouts hangry, wreaking havoc on brain tissue, removing all empathy. Also the real cause of homelessness (self-treating

the torment with heroin) and domestic violence, for example. Why doesn't anyone seem to care? Maybe too many dots to connect?

Maybe it just seems better to judge and feel righteous than connecting the dots using science.
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What may well lie behind the mental illness in young males (predominantly) is injury from the current vaccine schedule, lack of safety

testing, etc. And no one is talking about or investigating that possibility.
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De6nitely predominantly male.. THAT's for sure!! But Females have the same vaccine schedules.... so this goes deeper.
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Yes. The pill shaped elephant in the room. I am glad you mentioned the American government's favourite solution problems: war and

killing. An interesting aspect of that is to look at the homicide rates, including suicide, of countries that have the death penalty versus

those that don't. From something I looked at many years ago death penalty countries have signi6cantly higher rates of homicide. I've

thought about this, and written about it many years ago, with the same conclusion you have reached: the state has clearly made the

statement and standard for and to the community at large that the ultimate 6x to our problem is death.

We, the state, will kill our troubles, be they the death-deserving criminals, or the undemocratic demons in another country. By that

standard, even if unconsciously, they have set the standard for resolving life and death situations: kill the other, kill the self. Michael

Moore's 6lm, Bowling for Columbine comes up to Canada because Canadians have similar rates of gun ownership as do Americans, and

a minuscule fraction of homicides and mass shootings. Addendum: Jordon Peterson comments that unaddressed resentment is also a

serious contributor in the mind of the mass shooters.
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I had a doctor put my on antidepressants many years ago. Didn't last, the side effects were horrible. I gained and lost 20lbs, I had ringing

in my ears, I had so much anxiety (from the drug) that I could cycle around the city just to where it off. He changed the drug and the next

wasn't better. I went cold turkey and never took it again. But I think it damaged me to some degree (and I wasn't on it 6 months).  These

drugs are awful.
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Like the medical establishment, 'they' are trying to treat the symptom and don't or wont recognize the problem.  If you take away the guns,

those prone to violence will just 6nd another way. 'We' need to address the violence problem not the gun 'problem. As for the cause(s), 1)

as anxiety increases in a society, the crime and violence rate increases. A happy and healthy society will have far fewer crime or violence

problems. 2) Laws and school policies have been inbuenced by a few loudmouth parents who are not willing to parent.
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My substack post from last night makes the connection between boy and man culture and the powerlessness resulting from the Great

Reset and social control. People who can wake up and claim their voice move into connection and inspiration for others.

andrewcartermacdonald.substack.com/p/the-boy-crisis-and-social-control..
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There's an excellent book by Leonard Sax called "Boys Adrift" that goes into detail about how the treatment of boys in society is

causing all sorts of problems: www.amazon.com/Boys-Adrift-Epidemic-Unmotivated-Underachieving/dp/0465..
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Thanks for the tip nj :)
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My "family doctor" prescribed anti-depressant drugs for me. I did not need them, but took them for several years. I was in periods of brain

fog from toxic environmental exposures, causing fuzzy thinking. I began not to like myself anymore when I started to by into rages. That

had never happened before. I raced down highways and squealed through steep hairpin curves. Did not care. That ended when I ran out

of the house, and was about let a gun commit violence, on me. If someone had not physically stopped me, I would have been vince

fostered.
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Psychotropic drugs are big business: in 2009, roughly 300,000,000 prescriptions were written for these agents. Duff Wilson of The New

York Times recently reported that the newer generation of antipsychotics has become the country’s best selling medications. (would you

disarm them all!) 94% of mass shootings occur in the inner city!
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BrianDossDMD
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Lots of great points here, I 6nd it convenient the media was silent during Trumps administration about guns and there was more

shootings while he was president than any before him, I’m assuming they wanted to stick to their Trump is a blowhard tactic and not

confuse the pro gun voters!!! Even Fox turned on Trump at the end proving all the major media is for sale to the highest bidder to push the

agenda of the richest power hungry mostly evil self absorbed and self serving humans on the planet!!! I generally do the opposite of what

I’m told, I get in the sun I don’t use sunblock and I eat fatty meat and don’t eat fruits and vegetables and grains and life is pretty good!!!

Plus I look at what they do and not what they say, you tell me you care about our health but you ignore 2 million deaths a year by still

adding sugar to 80% of the food sold plus another 1 million babies aborted , you tell not to eat meat when that’s exactly what we should

be eating to be healthy and mentally stable the essential nutrients aren’t even in our schools meals and you expect these kids to develop

properly??? SMH
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The largest contributors to the MSA are "Bill Gates" "Blackrock" "Vanguard" do the math
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Chopwi
Joined On 8/5/2020 8:12:15 AM
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Communist Goals (1963) Congressional Record— Appendix, pp. A34-A35 January 10, 1963 Current Communist Goals EXTENSION OF

REMARKS OF HON. A. S. HERLONG, JR. OF FLORIDA IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Thursday, January 10, 1963 . Mr. HERLONG.

Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia Nordman of De Land, Fla., is an ardent and articulate opponent of communism, and until recently published the

De Land Courier, which she dedicated to the purpose of alerting the public to the dangers of communism in America. At Mrs. Nordman's

request, I include in the RECORD, under unanimous consent, the following "Current Communist Goals," which she identi6es as an excerpt

from "The Naked Communist," by Cleon Skousen: [From "The Naked Communist," by Cleon Skousen] 24.

Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them "censorship" and a violation of free speech and free press. 25. Break down cultural

standards of morality by promoting pornography and obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV. 26. Present

homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as "normal, natural, healthy." 27. In6ltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with

"social" religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for intellectual maturity, which does not need a "religious crutch." 28.

Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression in the schools on the ground that it violates the principle of "separation of church

and state." 29. Discredit the American Constitution by calling it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern needs, a hindrance to

cooperation between nations on a worldwide basis. 30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as sel6sh aristocrats who

had no concern for the "common man." It's been in the works for decades. I did a study years ago on mass shootings to 6nd the common

link. In all of the readings, the common link was SSRI's.
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And THIS is why we must own "guns" assault or otherwise. Detractors function solely on emotion. All of these things you stated

here are predictions in Revelation.
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Anti depressants not only are linked to gun violence they are also linked to suicide, thats why there are warning labels for this on the pill

bottles. They are really stimulants and can produce energy in some one who had previously lacked the energy to act on destructive

thoughts. These drugs are very similar to anti histamines, and have resulted in suicide clusters in the UK among adolescent girls who

used OTC antihistamines to get high. Prozac, itself never passed clinical trials but had to be given along with valium, in order to produce

favorable clinical trials better than a placebo.
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brianallen1
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I am very blessed and encouraged by how many people commenting know the truth of these fake psychological operation shootings.

They are bat out hoaxes. The ones who don't believe or do not comprehend the extent of the evil and deception will have their eyes

opened. Hopefully not too late.
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Other countries have people on these drugs but the difference is they don't have access to guns. I'm suprised you se to be making a case

for guns but of course the gin lobby is extremely powerful
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Lilettey, That is exactly what the people behind this want you to believe! These are hoaxes. Unless you are present at the moment

of the shootings and get splattered with blood, the devious media can deceive you in ways you have never considered. Open your

eyes and take them off the implements.
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As always you are so right. Thank you
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My friend has four adult sons who have all been on antidepressants since adolescence. I have watched them all slowly decline into

addiction of street drugs, alcoholism, depression, crime, arrests and jail time, and hopelessness. Just because a doctor prescribes a

poison doesn't make it safer than the heroine sold on the streets. Incredibly, as these young men declined, their doctors kept prescribing

stronger and stronger drugs until their drugs no longer worked. These boys were born in an a�uent community where 97% of the high

school graduates go to college. Their environment cannot be blamed. I blame the doctors.
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been saying this, for 20 years... www.ssristories.net/school-shootings
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rumble.com/v17ybph-theyve-got-to-get-the-guns.html    This is a great video with lots of good stats, like how Switzerland has the lowest

gun deaths, but the most guns. I’m glad this article mentions the SSRIs because seems that nobody does. Another thing that isn’t

mentioned is that most crime is done by people from a broken home and an absent father, this has been proven by statistics from jails

even. Men are demonized in society, but there is no greater roll than a father! Happy Father’s day in advance to all on here
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Does no one see anything detrimental in the people/parents/teachers/grandparents/etc. "rearing" children who are "super", "the best",

"NEVER WRONG", and helping to or causing them to feel that the world "OWES" them? (JUST BECAUSE THEY ARE "SPECIAL"??? Then

when they don't get the "rewards" that they 'THINK' they are owed or 'deserve'--"Let's just shoot 'em ALL????"
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Yes it’s complicated.. clearly antidepressants are an issue. And when we say we need more mental health care unfortunately that will just

end up with an increase in prescriptions. Most mass shooters use AR style weapons and are under the age 21 so why not restrict

purchases for that age group either completely, or require a full one on one psychological evaluation from a certi6ed practitioner? (An

evaluation alone could deter many would be shooters in that age group.) These measures alone would have stopped the Texan shooter.

And yes video games combined with high EMF exposure (and de6ciencies like magnesium that it causes) are an issue.

Most of us here have heard Stephanie Seneff discuss the effects of glyphosate on the brain. I believe the MAIN issue and elephant in the

room is that so many Americans are physically toxic, and what’s going on in your body is going on in your brain. Around age 20 may be a

rough time for many, and these factors can only aggravate the issue. Surely our increasingly toxic and GMO American diet, high in sugar

and bad fats, increasing chemical and EMF exposure, and over vaxed kids coming of age, have a lot to do with mental instability. I’m sure

none of these shooters were on an organic (or even non fast food) diet!

We know there a connection between the increase in childhood vaccinations and autistism, and probably social behavior, We know poor

nutrition, chemical exposure, EMFs can affect our mental state.. But there is so much corruption and lobbying from industry and self

interest groups that all these things may never change. Coming full circle, I believe the most effective starter measure to reduce mass

shootings NOW would be to get these automatic weapons out of the hands of kids under 21, unless they undergo a full evaluation.
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I'm sure you are familiar with what a ban on AR 15s did in the past right? Had the same effect as masks do on airborne viruses. As

for age...why not make it 22, 25, 30. Why 21 magically? Just sayin from a responsibly gun owner
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Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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"Most mass shooters use AR style weapons and are under the age 21" Are you sure about either of those claims? Almost all such

shooters are male; should every male be required to undergo an eval, too? Shooters come in all ages and there are innumerable

mass shootings - de6ned as four or more people who are killed or wounded - that never make more than the local news. The

typical gunman is over 21. Besides, if you have to ask permission to exercise a constitutional right, then it's no longer a right. It's

now a privilege to be granted or revoked on a whim. Imagine suggesting that someone under 21 6rst get govt permission before

being allowed to speak or before being allowed to choose a house of worship.

But back to the 6rst point, which is pretty much repeated at the end with another shaky claim, that of "automatic weapons." The

AR-15 is among several semi-automatic ribes, and semi-auto does NOT mean machine gun. It doesn't mean anything sinister at all

and it is tedious to hear politicians and talking heads lecture on a subject they do not understand. None of these shooters is using

"weapons of war" or whatever other scare term is conjured up as a means of blaming objects while absolving individuals of

responsibility. "The gun made me do it" is not a strong defense.

If guns had that power, there would be far more carnage. There are a lot of moving parts within this problem. Your point about diet

may well be among them. Growing up with no male role model, common among these shooters, is another aspect. So is culture

itself and how life has been devalued to the point of being just another commodity. I'm sure someone will toss in video games even

though millions play without ever being violent toward another person. The shooters we hear about 6t a pro6le - absent fathers

and dysfunctional families, numerous incidents of odd or threatening behavior, no real friends, etc., but those things are not illegal.
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The deadliest mass shooting in this country happened at Virginia Tech in 2007, where an individual killed 33 people. With a

handgun. No scary looking ribe involved.
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You've been watching too much CNN. Most mass shootings are committed with handguns. This report was just released this

month and compiles data from 1982 to present: www.statista.com/statistics/476409/mass-shootings-in-the-us-by-weapon-..
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Chipping away at the 2nd amendment is upping the age to own a semi-automatic ribe. How about installing and enforcing locked

doors at schools. The alleged Texan shooter went in a door that was conveniently opened just before he entered. What is this all

about? A planned event? And AR does not stand for Assaut Ribe. It stands for Armalite Ribe, the company that developed the ribe

in the 1950s.
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that's jus 2 much common sense, rational reasoning. so...i'm sure the luney tune shut in's on this thread will b against it.
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https://www.grand-jury.net/
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Thanks!
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Well yuk. I can't vote or take part in the Corona Committee's Grand Jury. I can't download "Telegram". No smartphone and an aging

MacBook.
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Is it my imagination or did the poop really hit the fan starting with taking prayer out of the classroom (1962) and the legalization of

abortions? Seems like the 60's and 70's were the beginning of this downward spiral.
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Reminds me of that Billy Joel song, “We didn’t start the 6re”.it’s been going on since Adam and Eve fell in the garden. If we zoom

out and look at the timeline of events it’s easier to see. Each generation that passes is worse than the previous, until we will return

to the days of Noah. Where wickedness abounded and the besh of all had corrupted its ways (altering their ) this included the

animals! Many people believe that God brought the bood due to the wickedness of people. This is true, but the reason why the

wickedness was so profound so quickly was because everyone had altered their dna.

(Genesis 6) They mixing of the iron (nanotechnology) and clay (humans) has already begun once again. This is the fallen angel

technology 6rst mentioned in Genesis chapter 6, and then the mystery revealed in Daniel 2:43. And whereas thou sawest iron

mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is

not mixed with clay. Daniel 2:43 —————This preceded the bood, and it will precede the 2nd coming of Jesus too, as there is

nothing new under the sun. Jesus said: And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man.

They did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and the bood

came, and destroyed them all. Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they

planted, they builded; but the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained 6re and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them

all. Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed. Luke 17:26-30
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I'm old enough to remember the 60s and 70s, was born in 1954. i totally agree with you, I watched as our country slowly sank into

chaos with people leaving churches/religion, morals declining and everything going to ruin.
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Totally agree with you. Have been saying the same thing. I was in 6rst grade in 1962. We were taught "The Lord's Prayer." It made

me think. "I have to forgive my enemies?!" What a great notion! Then in 1971, just a few years before the court allowed for the

murder of preborn people (1973), the legislature lowered the age of majority from 21 to 18. I think of Roy Moore arose from

poverty, is a Vietnam veteran, rose up and was elected Chief Justice of the state of Alabama, but dug in his heels when the

Supreme Court ordered him to take down his Ten Commandments monument, which had a bunch of quotes of the founders

engraved upon it, which quotes by in the face of the lie that the USA was not intended to be a Christian nation.

That is not the same as being a "church state." Presently we have something of a secular humanist church state; do you see the

difference between "one nation under God" vs that? Anyway, our rights, according to Thomas Jefferson, are God-given; he had

slaves but was actually trying to get slavery abolished in Virginia; he had the same dilemma as those who were tearing down

Thomas Jefferson Monuments: those of us who shop at Walmart (etc) and buy products made by slave labor.

Meanwhile, those hypocrites are free, whereas many US citizens were arrested for being in DC on Jan 6, 2021, and I have only

heard of FOUR legislators trying to help them. The others couldn't be bothered to do the ONE thing they had to do: protect our

liberties. Those arrested include Green Beret Jeremy Brown who is locked up in Pinellas County, FL Jail; he never entered the

Capitol. What happened to our Constitution? Due process? Speedy trial? Impartial jury?
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I wonder if the CIA knows that implanting images of death and murder into a young mind increases the likelihood of that person

committing murder in the future. ......... NAHHHHHHH !
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WELL said, indeed, and some of us saw it coming... others just acted like it was normal "entertainment".
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Ever seen the top video games on all platforms? First person shooters!!! Nothing more than programming the next generation to sit

around and murder everyone all day long. Couldn’t possibly lead to anything bad, could it?
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To stoneharbor Dr Walsh was interviewed on this site about 5 years ago. I have purchased his books and given them away and requested

my library carry the latest book. I believe you are totally correct in your support of his analysis and treatment of mental illness. Does any

country practice this - from my research you can receive treatment Illinois (where the Walsh institute is located); Minnesota and

California. I have been unable to 6nd out much more. If you look at the substances he uses for treatment no one is going to make a lot of

money on these ingredients.

Someone wrote a criticism of the book and said he didn't give the amounts. The person missed the point it takes careful and ongoing lab

work for proper treatment. So we keep a signi6cant portions of our productive population unable to participate. We feed the harmful and

debilitating drugs just so they can manage to get through the day and completely ignore any evidence that does not fall in line with the

prevailing big Pharma pro6t objective.
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Mass cattle deaths send shockwaves through food supply. Following over 100 6res that appear to be acts of sabotage against food

facilities across the United States. Two WalMart distribution 6res within 2 days and hundreds of miles apart. Speculation is now running

rampant about thousands of cattle that appear to have died suddenly in Kansas over the weekend. According to the corporate media

which also claims all covid vaccines are "safe and effective," these sudden mass deaths are the result of heat. Yet cows are incredibly

resilient and frequently endure the same temperatures that the Midwest is experiencing right now.

Why are thousands of cattle apparently dying so suddenly? And President Biden is concerned about Ghost Guns? The more they

con6scate the more will be easily made, thanks to instructions on the internet and such. I think the president is looking in the wrong

direction and should be more concerned about un-necessary high gas prices and future food shortages. Or its going to be a long HOT

summer. In 1973, Thanks to the big oil companies, independent re6neries were put out of business. The oil companies would not unload

the oil from the tanks on the docks in California.

Tankers fully loaded could not unload and sat at anchor for months, while there was an oil shortage going on. Flood in Louisiana cause

another un-necessary shortage. Bottom line, we need more re6neries, and the president is still looking in the wrong direction. We have

plenty of oil in storage and un-drilled. More than a lot of these oil countries put together. I did a lot of on shore and offshore surveys

looking for minerals and oil rights in my day, so I know it is there. If we ever go to war without more re6neries; if you're reading this Mr.

President, think about it.
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Another opinion on the effects of video "war" games can be found in the books and website of Dave Grossman, an Army vet and former

West Point psychologist. Why not develop a video game showing the effects of missing limbs and limited mobility? That'd be a "game"

priming the player for reality. And, from the experience of a neighbor who was in the military at an undisclosed Asian location populated

by Muslims, you might want to prepare the naive youth [ after all these guys are in their late teens, so what do they know of the world] for

their rude awakening. My neighbor made the acquaintance of a native youth about the same age - 18 - 20 - who was curious about

Christianity.

They often discussed the topic before my neighbor was sent on a mission. When he returned, he was assaulted by the youth's family who

claimed my neighbor had caused the young man's death because he'd been beheaded for his curiosity about Christianity. To this day,

decades later, my neighbor still remembers, remorseful and with revulsion, his youthful, naive error which caused his acquittance's death.

Are all these overpaid psychologists going to create a video to teach the error of U.S. troops tampering with local beliefs and practices?

Especially since Islam is now the military's teachable religion of choice? Bet there's no federal funding for this kind of cautionary video.
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I just read about not picking up folded dollar bills as they could be laced with Fentanyl. It happened a few times in Tennessee recently.
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Yes, no need for guns, drug deaths have skyrocketed since the border was allowed to be free and open to over 160 countries. I

haven't heard Biden or his staff say a word about it. It's guns guns. They want to BAN them, so they have complete control. And

people are worried about gun ownership. That's the VERY reason we need it, our government and police are not there during rapes,

home robberies, store shootings, etc.  I open carry. And I will NOT turn my 2nd amendment right over to anyone.
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The primary cause of these mass shootings is a breakdown of the family and the nearly total turning away from Judaeo-Christian values.

At the Fort Hood Massacre in 2009 the 6rst medic on the scene was an young Army Specialist who was a graduate of traditional Catholic

schools, the product of a good Catholic family. As others rushed out and away from the scene of the shooting, he retrieved his medical

bag from his car and rushed toward the scene, treating the wounded as the shooting continued and then treating the shooter and the

wounded civilian police olce who took down the shooter. According to his company commander, he saved many lives that day. For his

actions he was praised by President Obama and later received the Soldiers Medal, the highest award available to a soldier for

non-combat bravery.
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BigTim
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Unless you were actually there and witnessed these events why believe it?
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Because one of my children went to school with the young medic mentioned and knew him well. Also there is no denying that he

received the Soldiers Medal. There is no denying that he was praised by the president. No rational person would not believe what

happened. Why anyone would doubt these facts is beyond me. I wasn't on the moon when the astronauts arrived, but I believe it. I

wasn't on the beach at Normandy, but I believe it. There are actually brave people in the world, believe it or not. Get rational!!!
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But Big Tim, it makes for such entertainment!. Human interest stories sell. Just like Flight 93 when everyone called their loved

ones from 30,000 feet when cell phones could barely call the terminal from the tarmac in 2001. Damn the truth, let's roll!
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Cold Turkey, so someone knew someone, So a medal was given out. So he was praised by the CEO of the world's largest bankrupt

CORPORATION. So you watched a blurred television presentation of people landing and walking on a luminary. Even Nixon

proclaimed after that farce that "the American people dont believe anything until they see it on tell a vision". He was mocking you

then and they are mocking you now. Maybe it is you who need to get rational.
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I am not going into the many facts that support the moon landings didn't happen. Maybe I'll just ask one question. The 250,000

miles to the moon and 250,00 mile return has to go through the Van Allen Radiation belt. Space ship would need about 6 feet of

lead covering the outer ship to get safely through the radiation. The most they had was a sheet of aluminum. How did they do this?
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What if . . . The intelligence agencies are involved. They have picked individuals that post suggestions actually work. Meaning that the

individuals with the help of drugs will do anything they are told to do while under a hypnotic state. The agent controller then gives them

the key word and they go off. Research shown in a pbs program used nudity as a suggestion. Why? Because it goes against all known

values. People just do not normally go naked in a public place like a restaurant. Given the key word, about 10 people in a thousand went

ahead and stripped nude in a public place. Afterwards, they had no idea why they did that.

Part of the programming of their minds was amnesia about what happened. If this is a given, then there is little evidence. The agent

controller then simply walks off. Or, said agent then gives a key word that makes the subject commit suicide. In the meantime, said

subject wakes up with the weapon in his or her hands. While the police reaction is to murder the subject on the spot in the name of

self-defense. So how many have a history of hypno-therapy in their background. The drugs used apparently are bushed out of the system

within hours. Would one of the 17 plus agencies do something like this?

What I am writing here is speculation. But it does 6t a pattern that might be the case. Understand, it is rare individuals that are effected

this way. They have to have certain characteristic baws to begin with. One of the motivations in our government would be to eliminate any

local defense our population might have against a local militia keeping any foreign army from being able to take place here. So said

traitors would be in the payroll of a foreign entity. I would not have believed this possible. But I would not put anything past this regime.
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""" The intelligence agencies are involved.""" intelligent like liar Fauci or brain DEAD Biden and his dozen look-a-likes and the CIA<

selling drugs and starting Wars.......maybe as few more like Hillary and Bill ***-on,, makbe HW Bush and his BrainDead KId

GWBush...who watched the CIA and DAR%PA Trash The WorldTrade building .....and they did use "Directed Energy

Weapons".....just like 5G IS and everyoine thinks they are for 5G CellPhone.....LOL..........sorry but 5G is build TO KILL

BILLIONS.....starting with your kids being radiated by 5G or 'Directed energy" while the kids is 'learning' or is it "FRYING'....ever

wonder why MOST kids are now trained by 5G to be hooked to the Internet (of things to come).....IoT >>>

www.zdnet.com/article/what-is-the-internet-of-things-everything-you-ne..  <<>>>oh there is a lot more coming as IoT is just a

precursor ........soon your kids and YOU will be virtually connected to the Internets....like your kids right now "Programmed" to

Obey......

and its not coming soon.....its already here....!!!!!!!!!!!! WorldWar3-4-5 is now being waged..., for the past decade...++++ Fluoride in

your water.. a few PPM.parts/per/million.....now iots in your foods...in Parts per hundred-thousand.......soon to be even

higher...Fluoride makes you mellow........calm......in large doses like in many medicines.......

see FAN >>> buoridealert.org/.../50-reasons  aqnd many have been drinking it daily is water......its in your coffee and soda and

foods..toothpaste you rub on your gums.....means instantly in your blood stream....Than theer was LEAD in gasoline. and paint and

in some foods and water systems. ink in newspapers and books and clothing comic books..etc.......and the polio scare.......EAT

them Toxic treated sugar cubes kids...1950s Saulk Vaccines.........lol....more scam... But thats ok..everyone else is doing it.......
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And lordbasil what I write is substantiated by FACTS......resarch things liks ' DARPA "  and DARPSAs sidekicks or 'Companies" as

the news medias like to say...like IBM and Microsoft and hundreds more......and By the Way.......DARPA created the Internet..... no

matter what other people say or try to make ya beleive...DARPA is in control of most the world ..........and who controls DARPA ??/?

 .but I know :)
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Respectfully, Dr. Mercola........you've neglected one EQUAL CAUSE, to just about EVERY mass shooting. Not only are these individuals

mentally ill/on Big Pharma Psych Rx's........ADD, to the #1 CAUSE of these mass shootings.......THE FBI (and/or CIA) ARE INVOLVED!!!!!

MOST of these mass shooting ARE A DEEP STATE PSYOPS! And to all those who want to PARROT the CIA-invented line....'Conspiracy

Theorist!'.......GROW UP!! If one is an ADULT (aka HAS A FUNCTIONING BRAIN), all of the evidence is out there....for ALL to see! ADULTS

also do their OWN RESEARCH!

The Deep State/Globalists WANT AMERICANS' GUNS.....and they will DO ANYTHING......ANYTHING.....ANYTHING to get them! This

INCLUDES SHOOTING CHILDREN! (with their PSYOPS)!! These PSYCHOPATHS have NO PROBLEM with kidnapping/selling/tralcking

CHILDREN for PEDOS......do you really think that they CARE that their PSYOPS shoot/kill children in mass shootings?? Really?......WHO

thinks this?? Who thinks that those who kidnap/sell/tralc CHILDREN, for PEDOS, would NEVER engage in a PsyOp that ends up with

children SHOT/DEAD???? Anyone??
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sorry but too many caps makes people shut down. Comes across as shouting even if you have a valid argument.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, murders..." The lawless & 'useful' to the powers

that shouldn't be will always have weapons, and the heart of men without God restraining due to willful rejection of all truth & humility,

refusal to war against sin, besh and the Devil: will always covet & 6nd a way to lie, steal, use, de6le and destroy all that is seen as a

limitation, a hindrance to its bestial lust & desire: all that is true, innocent, pure & with potential to life & the sustenance of life. Such

presumptions, delusions & manipulating 'victories' end at the grave though, when every soul meets Truth, vainly imagining otherwise or

acknowledging truth in the meantime is what alone makes the difference with God & eternity.

A will given over, a pair of hands & a pillow like Hazael in 2 Kings 8; or the idolatrous pragmatism of a Jeroboam, Omri and Ahab

embracing MYSTERY for very short-term gain & the loss of one's soul....all vanity, all ending in the ditch. Scripture, history & archaeology

all evidencing this truth for those with eyes to see & ears to hear, not given over to delusion and reprobate, deceiving and being deceived,

evil men and seducers waxing worse and worse.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

USA in Ukraine is absurd....just like Afghanistan and Iraq and Iran and Vietnam and Laos and Japan and Germany and a hundred other

places....the MEDDLING US Military and the millions of mindless IDIOTS pushing for military action should be culled as

WorldTerrorists.....drug out and hung.... the NEWSPAPERS and radio tole MILLION what to think and believe....radio, tv and radios

bastardized most countries by name callimng and LIES and twisted ideas and 'facts' abut most countries befor and during their military

raids and pillaging and pliundering.........and than the Bombing and slaughters ... Each medias was SCREAMING "Commies!" or "terrorists"

or adding cute names like "Ragheads" or "Gooks " or :Japs" 6lthy americans are so fu&&ing brain Trained to eat this sh!t up.....
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Naturesson
Joined On 2/5/2021 4:55:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saying it's unfair for law abiding citizens to be denied their rights to gun ownership because of the action of criminals is inconsistent with

saying video games where mass shootings occur should be banned. Surely these budding psychopaths should be allowed both. If

automatic weapons are banned it doesn't mean you can't own a gun. It means you can't own a gun that makes mass murder a turkey

shoot. Ban the drugs, ban the guns and teach people to love and care for each other and this endemic American problem will vanish.
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MoneyReikiHealer
Joined On 10/14/2008 4:12:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great ideas - but the number 1 issue is the prescribed drugs and other big pharma chemicals like glyphosphate. Congress and the

media will not address, not even mention it because big pharma pays them big money for their silence. Trying to 6x a problem by

not 6xing the cause will not 6x the problem. It's like putting towels under an overbowing sink without addressing the cause of the

overbowing.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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"Ban the guns and teach people to love and care for each other". Yeah, that'll work!!! Wow, it takes all kinds.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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What automatic weapons? You can't buy an automatic weapon unless you get a permit. Even then, the automatic weapon, better

known as a machine gun, has to be made prior to 1986! So you have to 6nd a pre-1986 model machine gun before you can even

get started. Prices are very high for this class of gun because demand WAY exceeds quantity. Prices start at over $2,000 for a

pre-ban (pre-1986), Chinese-made pieces of junk! A typical USA-made, Vietnam era, AR15 Machine gun will set you back at least

$5,000: www.gunbroker.com/.../929650157  Again, you have to get a permit to own such a gun. You have to have a VERY clean

record. That means no felonies of any kind and no prison time. The very gun and the ownership of such a gun, that you condemn,

is for the few RICH people that really love guns (gun collectors). Most of these guns sit behind glass cabinets and never get 6red.

They are considered INVESTMENTS (like 401K’s).
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BigTim
Joined On 7/14/2021 12:11:42 AM
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Banning guns might indeed work as their goal would be accomplished and they perhaps would end their program of fabricating

hoax shootings. No doubt however that their power and hubris would merely increase and they, intelligence agencies of the U.S.

government and those who control them, would move on to controlling our lives in other ways, maybe using media hypnosis to

program us to love and care for each other.
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austex88
Joined On 12/23/2015 7:35:50 AM
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Let's not forget the use of marijuana. Most of the 'adults in the room' that voted to legalize it fondly remembered their own teen years, not

understanding that today's marijuana has a signi6cantly higher level of THC than they ever experienced. If we look at the mass shootings

in the past 15 years, I would suspect that drugs play a major part in the perpetrator's lifestyle.
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MoneyReikiHealer
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They do! But it's prescribed drugs. If the marijuana and street drugs (MDMA/cocaine, others) cause people to kill, it's due to being

taken while taking brain chemical altering prescription drugs.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM
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Marijuana usually has a sedative effect, it doesn't lead to violence. Many people like myself take low dose cannabis for sleep

problems.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I've never heard of anyone ingesting marijuana in any form, going out and killing people. On the other hand; I've heard of hundreds

of  thousands of incidents of people causing harm and death after consuming alcohol! The only thing that marijuana ever harmed -

was the government; because they weren't making any money off of it - now they are! Now, it is an overpriced, adulterated and

inferior product - and most likely toxic!
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I've never met anyone "high" that wanted to kill anyone. They usually just want to eat and they laugh a lot.
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Lee1959
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Of course marijuana is such a muscle relaxer. It does not lead to violence. At all. Done a little bit of that as a youth. I did not like it

at all. Maybe it leads to accidents at work or the person staring off stupidly into space then ordering 1/2 dz. pizzas. That's about it.

Maybe drugs could play a part, but I doubt that marijuana is behind it. More like stimulants that make you paranoid up the ying

yang.
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Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM
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THE REAL ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM IS THAT THESE KILLERS ARE 99% MALES.  NO ONE EVER MENTIONS THIS...I read a pretty good

article recently on "Pro6les of school shooters" and NO surprise... the maleness was never mentioned.
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brodiebrock12
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To that POINT I would love to know the % of these male killers relationship with their Father as in how were they "raised" My guess

and it's just a guess is was not good or non existent. Only men truly make men who are patient, tolerant and respectful of life and

WOMEN
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Good point Dear LILLY !!!!!!AND ACCURATE
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How true, but we cannot paint a pic that sez all males are evil. Please remember that.  Some are incredibly wicked and some are

brave and good.
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I usually don't reply to " dares." so for more detailed information on how European countries and Australia enforce their control laws

please look it up. General measures include : 1.Extremely strict and extremely detailed governmentally approved background checks

including criminal records and mental health etc. before all sales including private . 2.A total ban on the sale of all military weapons and

all automatic weapons with only hunting ribes and pistols allowed. 3.An extremely strict up to date record of all ribes and pistols held by

all individuals. 4.Heavy 6nes including prison time for anyone in the possession of weapon who is not allowed to have one.

5.Weapons to be kept in a governmentally approved locked gun cabinet and the same with ammunition- only allowed in strictly controlled

amounts -kept in a separate location etc. I won't argue these points so if you are a troll please 6nd someone else. I'm well aware that the

majority of Americans - as well as the multi-billion dollar weapon industry and their bought and paid for political puppets of course

-would not agree with these measures so tragically the slaughter of innocents will continue and America will continue to reap what it

sows.
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Yes, the false bag hoaxes will continue to increase until people such as yourself wake up and see the lies, deceit and agenda.
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jud547
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I think that is stating the bleeding obvious as we say in the uk. Sane people don't do mass shootings. Where countries don't have guns

they rarely suffer this phenomenon. Allowing a teenager with mental health problems to buy a semi automatic weapon is insanity itself.
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nj_indy
Joined On 2/9/2022 11:20:34 AM
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You're in the wrong place if you're expecting to see support for your anti-gun stance here.
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I remember a mass shooting in France a few years back. The French police waltzed in with billy clubs and were all shot to death.

Shame on you. Trying to reason with a person such as yourself who has no ability to reason, or has refused to acknowledge the

ability to reason, is like administering medicine to a dead man. Good luck to you. Mankind is not good. Mankind is incredibly

wicked and evil and capable of atrocities.  The sooner you realize that the sooner you can adjust your life. As Ayn Rand so wisely

said, "You can ignore reality, but you cannot ignore the consequences of ignoring reality."
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Have to say this article is painting with way too broad a brush. As a psychotherapist who has been taking Paxil for over 15 years, I will say,

It has been a Godsend for me, as one who has been diagnosed with an anxiety disorder ( PTSD-1 ) but it is not for everyone. There is

often much ignorance and just pure laziness in doctors casually prescribing SSRIs. To say that SSRIs are complicit in mass shootings, is

sentiment, and ignorant. I would lay blame on Video Games being clearly harmful and likely to mess with the minds of those who play

them too much.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I was told recently that there is absolutely no studies that support the theory that video games inbuence violent behavior. On that section

of the article, there are no references to resources. Anyone aware of studies that link the two?
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This is NOT that article. it is much better ;)   drdavidhamilton.com/does-your-brain-distinguish-real-from-imaginary/
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how about sunlight reaching your eyes too early and waking you up at 4 a.m. Come on. Are you that stupid? Do you really need a

study or are you that obtuse? Unfortunately there are a ton of people (mostly women) who run on that premise that emotions rule

and all legislation should be run by the feelings of women. If you really believe that, then discard advertising. Billions are spent to

manipulate and twist your mind to buy what the company is selling. So please don't begin to believe that you are not manipulated.

Get rid of the TV!
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The thing that strikes me most about a lot of comments is that all reasons may be found why a someone/kid starts to loose its mind BUT

a lot of these reasons are also applicable all over the western world as well . How come then that no mass shooting is taking place in a

lot of other ( western) countries like in my country: The Netherlands. The answer is shockingly simple: very very strict regulations

concerning guns
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Joined On 6/23/2016 8:21:16 AM
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rage and Mass shootings are due to Borrelia and co-infections which cause abnormal signaling btw cells
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Yes. Funny how Lyme has fallen out of the conversation. I have two disabled adult children - victims of this horrible infection. Still

shocked to my core 25 years later at the continued suffering. Cancer would be better. You get alrmation and sympathy - then it's

over.
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Lindsay Graham.makes me wonder how many politicians are taking antidepressants. Family member prescribed chantex to help him quit

smoking. Instead, he shot himself in the head. Sad.
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Chantrex is not an anti depressant.
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Chantix is not an antidepressant, but it is among the drugs associated with increase in violence as a side effect. Dr. Mercola

mentions it.
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Joined On 4/29/2009 7:23:29 AM
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While I agree with Dr. Mercola on most things, this isn't one of them. Guns kill - People with mental issues are limited if they want to kill if

they don't have access to guns. During a 10-year ban on assault weapons sales beginning in 1994, the number of mass shootings fell;

they rose again after the ban ended. The Uvalde killer had no known mental health or criminal record. We can work on better treatment of

mental health issues, since they are a major factor in U.S. shootings, while we raise the age at which one can buy a gun to 25, ban assault

weapons and ghost guns, and require universal background checks. The lives we save are worth it. No one is immune to the dangers of

gun-toting would-be murderers.
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Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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Shooting your grandmother in the face, is not the action of a "sane" individual. AR15 is a RIFLE not a military grade assault

weapon. Heck, he could have made a homemade pipe bomb and tossed it in the room or through a window. If people want to kill

they will. The most dangerous cities are the ones with the strictest gun laws. We already have background checks, I know because

I own quite a few guns. In fact, anything you could kill someone with could be "daned" an assault weapon and they will soon

enough. This is only the beginning.

If the gun-grabbers have their way. An armed society is a polite society. These killers always manage to get guns no matter how

strict the "laws" are; they don't work. They almost always show up where guns are restricted or banned. The countries that have

"banned" guns may have had "shootings" stopped, but their crimes rates have not, they have in fact, sky rocketed. I don't own an

AR15, but I want to be able to purchase one if I want to. They are chipping away at our freedoms, one chunk at a time.

Next it will be "no one" needs a Glock. I agree with Dr. Mercola! Please don't ever believe that a gun free society is the way to go.

Because Cambodia, Nazi Germany, Australia (where they've locked un "unvaccinated" people in camps), have all been "gun free."

And look what happened there, MILLIONS of unarmed people were murdered by the "so called" government. Society will always

have good and evil. It's the world. The framers didn't create the 2nd amendment for hunters, it was created because of tyranny.

Something most Americans know nothing about. But wait, it's coming.
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htleah, then why do the cities with the strictest gun control laws have the most crime? Gun free zones are a stupid idea. Uvalde

was a very 6shy situation when the supposed good guys with guns refused to act or even let braver parents who would know the

school better act.
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I must differ htlaeh with your statement “During a 10-year ban on assault weapons sales beginning in 1994, the number of mass

shootings fell; they rose again after the ban ended.” On the activistpost.com on June 11, 2022 is this article: “The Federal

Government’s Own Study Concluded Its Ban on “Assault Weapons” Didn’t Reduce Gun Violence”. Here are some quotes: Nearly two

decades ago the Department of Justice funded a study to analyze this very topic, and it concluded that the assault weapon

prohibition had “mixed” results. Researchers noted there was a decline in crimes committed with 6rearms classi6ed as assault

weapons, but noted “the decline in AW use was offset throughout at least the late 1990s by steady or rising use of other guns.” In

other words, there was a decline in crimes committed with 6rearms that were banned, but the drop was replaced by crimes

committed with other types of 6rearms that were not banned.

While gun violence overall fell in the US during this period—just like many other countries around the world—the decline continued

even after the Federal Assault Weapons Ban ended in 2004. Authors of the government-funded study plainly stated “we cannot

clearly credit the ban with any of the nation’s recent drop in gun violence” and any future reduction in gun violence as a result of the

ban was likely “to be small at best and perhaps too small for reliable measurement.” (continued)
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Congress needs to stop and think before taking any action just to do something that will actually make things worse. Dr. Paul

Alexander had been on President Trump's COVID19 Task Force and also, on January 24, 2022, attended the COVID19: A Second

Opinion Roundtable in DC moderated by Senator Ron Johnson. Dr. Alexander has been tracking the mass shootings over the years

due to the large increases he noticed since 2020. He recently wrote, quote: “I warn again, with approx. 220 mass shootings in the

US (crude) 2022 (includes Uvalde Texas & Buffalo New York recent tragedies, MAY 2022), I project that US will have 450 mass

shootings end of 2022.

We have had these steady at about 25-30 per year even before 2017, but COVID lockdowns destroyed the mind..” Dr Alexander

continues: "The mass shootings now are not a gun control 2nd amendment issue; this has to do with the devastation of the Fauci &

Birx & Francis Collins lockdowns & school closures & isolation & mental health. In backdrop of lockdowns breaking predictable

rituals of life, also broken families, fatherlessness, opioid abuse, use, prescribing, weed, SSRIs prescribing, broken schools &

religion, mental illness. Prior to the pandemic, there are medical professionals who have written that it may be the very

psychotropic drugs used by psychiatrists that are responsible for the epidemic of mass killings not only in our country but across

the world.

The majority of the mass killers had been taking or withdrawing from psychotropic drugs such as Prozac and Ritalin, to name a

few, and antidepressants. (Charles Whitman, the infamous 1966 Texas Tower Sniper, had been using or withdrawing from

antidepressants.) This information has only been sparsely reported, if at all, by the mainstream media, perhaps because in

non-election years, pharmaceutical companies provide up to 70% of the news network’s advertising income, according to Robert F.
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non-election years, pharmaceutical companies provide up to 70% of the news network’s advertising income, according to Robert F.

Kennedy, Jr. (continued)
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You can read about the over drugging of America’s youth by Dr. Peter Breggin, MD, at www.breggin.com, and

www.madinamerica.com, in which he wrote an article titled “More Psychiatry and More Psychiatric Medications means More Mass

Shootings”. Here is a quote from the article: “Psychiatry not only increases the risk of violence by giving violence-inducing drugs,

but it lulls patients, families, professionals, schools, and the public into an unrealistic and even disastrous sense of security.” Dr.

Breggin describes dozens of such cases in his book Medication Madness: The Role of Psychiatric Drugs in Cases of Violence,

Suicide, and Crime.

A retired doctor, Gary G. Kohls, MD, discusses the same and also provides evidence of psychotropic drugs used by the many mass

killers, not just in our country, but in other countries, in a series of articles posted on the www.duluthreader.comon October 5, 2017

titled “Drugs and Guns Don’t Mix: Medication Madness and Mass Shootings”, and “Psych Drugs and Guns Don’t Mix”, published on

April 5, 2018. Journalist Jon Rappaport has written several articles about the over drugging of Americans. His most recent is New

Podcast: Mass Shootings and the Psychiatric Drug Connection published on June 7, 2022 at

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/06/07/new-podcast-mass-shootings-and-the-..  (continued)
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So all the actions taken and all the actions proposed by lawmakers on the weapons of choice will only change the methods used

by mass killers to accomplish their violence, which will then be by poisoning, arson, knives, swords, bombs, and even vehicles, and

so on. The acts of mass killings will not stop until lawmakers stand up to pharmaceutical companies and psychiatrists and hold

them accountable for the over drugging of Americans. This will only happen when as a society we force public disclosure of any

and all drugs prescribed to violent perpetrators, and pharmaceutical companies can no longer donate to political candidate

campaigns, either directly or through PACs, no longer advertise drugs directly to consumers, no longer pay academics to

ghostwrite fraudulent drug studies, no longer bribe physicians to prescribe their dangerous drugs, and no longer run the FDA, CDC,

NIH, and so on. (Sorry for the long post)
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I don’t disagree AND I want us to not lose sight of poverty, race and level of education as factors when we look at gun violence in

America. There is an interesting article in the New York Times today that notes that a black or brown person is 40 percent more likely to

be the victim pf gun violence. I don’t think that mental illness discriminates in that way.  I’m a white middle class person age 73. And it

matters to me that we look at the level of gun violence in our country and that we 6nd solutions.
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The lack of a MALE solid role model mentor (Father) in the black community is and always has been the biggest reason there is

the large # of death in Black community. Pre civil rights in 60's the % of of fatherless boy's skyrocketed. The politics of the day and

primarily democratic blue city politics actually encouraged it with the welfare state. Sure its a problem to a degree in all races in

country, but vastly higher in the black community. Just sayin
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Rzh, Brodie, the system is rigged to promote these lifestyles, culture, and circumstances. If you treat people like their incapable of

taking care of themselves they won't take care of themselves. If you treat people like they are stupid, they will be stupid. When you

reward bad behavior, people will misbehave. That has been the Democrat's playbook. It's slavery through indoctrination. There's no

incentive for minorities to stay married. I know of several who get divorced simply so the mother can get government assistance

and they are still living together. Mental illness is often times a learned trait.

A perfect example was a 1990's case in Arkansas that 60 minutes did a special report on (back when they did real reporting). They

interviewed a single black woman in her late 30's. She had 11 children. She was on disability and welfare. She had never worked a

day in her life. She had her 6rst child when she was like 15 or 16. She was receiving extra welfare bene6ts for every child she had.

On top of that, she was receiving "Crazy Checks" for 10 of the 11 children and the youngest of the 11 was in process of getting

"certi6ed". In other words, all her children were considered mentally disabled in some form or fashion.

The crazy checks were $400 per child per month or $4,000/month and this was in the mid-1990's! They did a rough estimate to see

how much someone would have to make to live her lifestyle and afford all her expenses and you would have to make more than

$400,000/year. When you have a system in place that rewards this kind of behavior this is what you get. It would be nice to know

where those 11 children are today. They are all 30 and above today. I doubt any of them went to college. How many of them

became criminals? How many of them are in prison? How many illegitimate children did they have?
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so are you saying that poverty is the cause of gun violence? Cuz once upon a time in a land far far far away I was so poor, had to

get electric assistance to stay warm in winter, and partner was too violent. So what is your point? That I should have shot him for

mistreating me? Or that I should have done something abhorrent because we were literally starving in a trailer park? Or that the

police did not defend me when I left him? What is your damned point? And no I am not anti police. They did what they had to in the

mid 80's according to laws. Of course I resented police then, but now I realize that domestics are so tricky and dangerous . . .
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lor63524
Joined On 4/22/2021 4:23:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure, but do we as citizens really need semi automatic weapons?  In most countries school shootings are rare or unheard of. The number

of school shootings is appalling in the US. This last one was in TX where gun laws are very liberal. And how do you propose we solve

depression in the US, I am for natural methods, but most people like to just take the easy way and swallow a pill. So lets just arm

everyone and let the school shootings continue?
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Disapeared
Joined On 10/5/2021 3:48:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...And how do you propose we solve depression in the US, I am for natural methods, ..." For people to become genuinely a lot

healthier and happier requires 6rst a total redesign and reconstruction of land planning and use. For people and not for motor

vehicles. Learn from central EU countries.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The number of false bag school shootings is appalling. The hoax will continue.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, as long as the people in power have extremely harmful weapons, the people need every semi automatic they can get their

hands on! That is what you don't understand. They do not exist to protect you and want you dead. Go ahead and scoff. You'll 6nd

out.
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m8b95566
Joined On 10/27/2020 8:40:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think pinning this on people that take SSRIs is a big mistake. I’m on an SSRI, at the time I needed it it worked beautifully. I have never

been suicidal or wanting to kill a bunch of people because of this. There are so many people on SSRIs, if that becomes the criteria for gun

con6scation then there will be a substantial part of the population who will not be able to protect themselves. This talk is dangerous. It’s

only slightly less stupid than saying you have to take guns away from everyone because one person is crazy.
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peoplearestrange
Joined On 9/20/2021 11:01:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have any of you, including the doctor, ever counseled men, to develop expertise in treating them? These guys do not share their dark

thoughts with their therapists—if they ever make it to a counseling session. They choose a friend, or online “friends,” to reveal their plans

to. Also, you cannot force anyone to accept therapeutic intervention—even if they are sitting in your olce. If the therapist is too

forceful—he or she will be added to the list of whom to kill once the rampage starts. This entire article is is geared to confuse the issue of

guns to hide the fact that accessibility to guns—esp assault weapons—is indeed the problem. No one needs an assault weapon—they are

for hunting humans!

The way to prevent mass shootings is to prevent men from owning assault weapons! All of you no-rules-gun-advocates are the mentally

ill among us! Why? Because you rationalize wicked behavior instead of prevent it! In a sane world, sane people would know we need to

ban assault weapons, do background checks, and institute a waiting period, to own a gun, to weed out would be assassins. Look at

domestic violence stats. Are the men that kill women playing war games? Absurd! They have access to guns, and fuel themselves with

alcohol, to commit their heinous acts. Their motivations are control and revenge! This article is shift blaming for the mass murders.

Also, information is one thing—but exploiting people’s minds by nonstop doomsday articles can leave people feeling despondent—6lled

with free-boating rage. Focus on short term goals—protecting medical rights—rather than sci-6 like articles about transhumanism.

Encourage steps ordinary people can take to ensure medical freedom. Use donated money to organizations to hire lawyers for

class-action lawsuits to protect medical freedoms. Stay in your lane! I will pray that many can see through this nonsense and do the right

thing. Vote to ban assault weapons; to do background checks, and to institute a waiting period to own a gun!
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youngsankang
Joined On 2/15/2012 5:04:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use 

Contribute any content that is infringing, libelous, defamatory, obscene, pornographic, abusive, offensive or otherwise violates any law or

right of any third party.

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope, he is limited to how much truth he can reveal. Unless you want this site to be removed.
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is total crap. Every other country has mentally ill people and war games, but they don’t have the huge number of mass shootings that

we do because of GUN CONTROL. And most mass shooters are not mentally ill—that’s the usual go-to excuse.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree on it all being absurd, but as you know in America the coddling and entitling indoctrination push the past 30 years +

primarily thru progressive politics drives this and big Pharma lovvvves it since it provides massive #'s of victim minds to attack.

Look at how wimpy people and especially the young have become.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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So are you actually claiming ing GUN CONTROL prevents mass shootings???
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read the history of Cambodia, Nazi Germany, Stalin and Hitler. They began by banning guns. Cambodia death toll SIX MILLION,

Nazi Germany? SIX MILLION. Australia banned guns and they are now putting unvaccinated people in camps 'AT GUN POINT'  So,

the countries you speak of do not have the freedoms as in America. But if you actually do your homework you will see that their

gun control controlled the use of guns by the public, not by the government. But their murder rates skyrocketed. So, you are

mis-informed. Sadly.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They, the government, want to take guns out of the hands of all law abiding citizens. They, the government, fear the people. Mass

shootings are usually false bags to further their agenda to con6scate all guns. And get rid of the 2nd amendment as Michael

Moore recently advocated.
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mercola14
Joined On 4/12/2010 2:53:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worst article I have ever read on this site ! Of course everything in the article is true but strict gun control is still the answer ! This article

justi6es guns and and tries to shift the focus off the main issue of easy access to guns to the very real problems in society .Virtually all

European countries as well as Australia and Canada have the same above mentioned problems as the United States but do not have

mass slaughter and shootings because of strict gun laws. Don't mix well written ,valid and crucially important health issues which are the

usual on this excellent site with right wing political viewpoints.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola14 How do you plan on strictly controlling guns and how would your plan guarantee to prevent mass shootings??? I dare

you to spell it out in detail.
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Wjj56582
Joined On 4/4/2020 11:46:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, this is also important, we just don’t have a choice anymore.
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joh6577
Joined On 5/22/2019 12:56:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Dr. Mercola, I love your supplements but the right wing nut stuff is a bad habit for you. We're not going to cure mental illness in this

generation, with or without drugs. Too many people lead solitary lives of quiet desperation. With little better to do, they watch Fox Freak

Show which everyday shows derogatory images of either labs in Wuhan, African Americans on welfare, George Soros, immigrants at the

border. Some poor shmuck sitting alone in a basement room gets on Fecebook or Twitter and is hit with algo generated garbage that

ampli6es these packaged for power and pro6t memes until they appear to him/her as *** bu, niggers impregnating white females, kikes

taking our money, and beaners taking our jobs.

What to do? Go to the local shoot and hoot store buy a rapid 6re assault weapon, 600 rounds of ammo, body armorand go forth and shoot

the bastards. Patriotic duty! Make America Great Again! Yeah, baby. Poor shmuck has a purpose now! Well Doctor, we can't 6x these

people any time soon. But we can take the genocidal weapons away
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nj_indy
Joined On 2/9/2022 11:20:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who's the right wing nut? You didn't spell out the word Asian but proceeded to spell out 3 ethnic slurs right after!?!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

just 600 rounds....???? need a lot more than that...LOL......maybe a few hundred SCUD missals ..a bunch of Bunker Busters and a

few good planes and pilots .....I kinda like lots of low bying planes loaded wit Napalm Canisters for major cities ....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah Joh.....light em up with Bunker Busters and Napalm like USA did to Afghanistan .....yeah good old Napalm to light up

FarmerGates Farmlands :)...maybe some Agent Orange and Agent Purple in the major citys likie LA and NewYork yeah@!!!!! NUKE

NYC..lets start WW III with a Big-Bang
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